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Abstract

The strong electron electron correlation in the Copper Oxygen layers of the
high temperature superconductors has been suggested as a possible explana-
tion for the occurrence of superconductivity in these materials. Under this
assumption a proposed model to describe the interplay between antiferromag-
netism and superconductivity is the two dimensionalt� J model.

In this thesis the ground state properties of this model havebeen studied us-
ing exact diagonalization and quantum Monte Carlo simulations. In fermionic
systems quantum Monte Carlo methods are affected by the “minus sign prob-
lem” instability that makes simulations prohibitive and even impossible at low
enough temperature. In order to overcome this difficulty some approximations
are necessary, such as the fixed node approximation or the recently proposed
Green function Monte Carlo with stochastic reconfiguration. In this work the
first successful application of the latter technique to fermionic system is pre-
sented.
It is shown that the two dimensionalt � J model, in the physical parameter
region, reproduces qualitatively the main experimental features of the highTc
superconductors:d�wave superconducting correlations are strongly enhanced
upon small doping (�) and clear evidence of off-diagonal long range order is
found at optimal doping. Antiferromagnetic correlations,clearly present for
the undoped system, are strongly suppressed at small hole density with clear
absence of long range order from� & 0:1.

The possible presence of charge density wave or phase separation instabilities
has been investigated. No one of such features has been detected in the phys-
ical region, being the homogeneous state the most stable one. Nevertheless
the large compressibility suggests that the charge excitations are very close in
energy so that small lattice deformations can easily inducethe experimentally
observed stripes in the system.

The results of this work strongly support the idea of a pairing force driven only
by the electron electron correlation that, upon doping, leads the system from
an antiferromagnetic Mott insulator to a superconductor.
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Introduction

High temperature superconductivity in the cuprate compounds is certainly one

of the most discussed and fascinating issues in modern condensed matter theory.

Despite the great efforts spent in trying to understand the remarkable physical

properties of these ceramic materials, a microscopic theory is lacking andthis fas-

cinating problem remains still unsolved. Nowadays, after more than one decade

since the original discovery by Bednordz and Muller [1], the field is still rapidly

evolving due to the improvement in the quality of the samples and in the exper-

imental techniques providing a great amount of results which are fundamental

clues for a microscopic theory. Moreover the development of new materials has

considerably raised the critical temperature (up to133K) and, even if the pos-

sibility of having superconductors at room temperature seems quite far in time,

technological applications (SQUID, Josephson Junction) are increasing.

The differences between these compounds and the conventional BCS super-

conductors (high critical temperature (Tc), lack of isotope effect onTc, d�wave

symmetry of the order parameter, short coherence length, linear behavior of the

d. c. resistivity with temperature) led to the belief that the pairing force driving

to superconductivity must be of a different nature. As a consequence, the strong

electron electron correlation in the copper orbitals has been proposed as a respon-

sible for the pairing. This idea, fascinating and innovative, proposed by several

groups [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] and than pursued over the years, relies on the phys-

ical similarities between the different highTc compounds. Indeed all the highTc
superconductors (HTSC) originate from the doping of an antiferromagnetic Mott

insulator with non magnetic impurities. The strong antiferromagnetic correlations

of the undoped compound quickly disappears by doping leaving room to super-

conductivity.
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The proximity of the Mott Antiferromagnetic insulator state has been consid-

ered by several authors [8, 9, 5, 6, 7] as fundamental, meaning that spin fluctua-

tions can be responsible both for the onset of superconductivity and the symmetry

of the order parameter. Nevertheless these compounds are also quite close to a

phase separation instability (chapter 1), and this physical effect might be impor-

tant for an accurate theoretical description, as was suggested in ref. [10, 11].

The theoretical approach is complicated by a great number of effects which

cooperate in the physics of these materials. A full understanding is practically

impossible and as a consequence “simple” theoretical models representative of

the main features leading to superconductivity are needed.

In the case strong correlation is the dominant force driving from antiferromag-

netism to superconductivity, a proposed lattice model to describe the interplay of

these two effects is the two dimensionalt � J model [3, 12] (chapter 2). More-

over, since at strong coupling the ground state of thet�J Hamiltonian displays a

phase separated state, it is an almost ideal description of the competitionbetween

the antiferromagnetic forces and the tendency towards phase separation.

In recent years strongly correlated electrons on a lattice have been a major

challenge for numerical simulations [13]. Mean field solution are often mislead-

ing due to the quantum fluctuations which are far from being negligible, while

perturbative calculations are in practice unfeasible, being the relevant physics in

the strong coupling regime.

On the other hand numerical methods allow the evaluation of ground state

property of the finite size system. As an example exact diagonalization (Lanczos)

in two dimensions is restricted to extremely small lattice sizes,but allows to com-

pute statical and dynamical properties of a model Hamiltonian. This restriction

is due to the huge dimension of the Hilbert space increasing exponentially with

the lattice size so that in order to numerically investigate larger systems, different

approaches are necessary.

A remarkable development from exact diagonalization methods is the density

matrix renormalization group [14] which amounts to diagonalize the Hamiltonian

in a suitably chosen restricted Hilbert space. This Hilbert subspace is then itera-

tively improved, adding relevant states and dropping less relevant ones, following

the renormalization group idea. This approximation is variational on the ground
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state energy and is not restricted to small size systems. Though density matrix

renormalization group is “numerically exact” in one dimension, the extension of

this method to higher dimensions is highly non trivial and is a current research

topic.

Quantum Monte Carlo simulations are stochastic methods which account to

generate configurations (samples) distributed as the ground state wavefunction

of the Hamiltonian and to compute expectation values of physical observables

as weighted averages over a large number of samples. In practice the ground

state wavefunction of an HamiltonianH is projected out by iterative stochastic

application of the operatore�H� to a trial wavefunction (not orthogonal to the

ground state ofH).

These techniques allow simulations on large systems and can be safely ex-

ported to high dimensions, but suffer, in the case of fermions (or bosonic frus-

trated systems), from the well known “sign problem” instability. This instability

is connected with the sign of the ground state wavefunction which can have re-

gions of positive and negative sign. From the point of view of the simulation this

means that the weights in the weighted average over the samples can change sign

leading to a well defined mean value but with enormous fluctuations so that in

practice no useful informations can be extracted.

To overcome this huge difficulty it is necessary to resort to some kind of ap-

proximation. In the framework of the Green function Monte Carlo technique,

widely used in this thesis, the fixed node approximation [15] allows to obtain

variational estimates of the energy defining an effective Hamiltonian which does

not suffer from the sign problem instability. This definition relies on anansatzon

the ground state wavefunction (the so called “guiding wavefunction”), chosen on

physical grounds. In practice the fixed node approximation does not change the

nodes of the guiding wavefunction meaning that if the nodal surface of the true

ground state is very far from the originalansatzthe estimate of the energy is very

poor.

The recently proposed Green function Monte Carlo with stochastic reconfigu-

ration [16, 17] allows to systematically improve the fixed node approximationin a

controlled way, crossing the nodal surface of the guiding wavefunction and sam-

pling the sign. The results obtained with this technique are less dependent from
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the originalansatzand the accuracy of the fixed node estimate of the ground state

energy and of the local correlation functions is expected to be improved even for

large sizes. The Green function Monte Carlo with stochastic reconfigurationhas

been successfully applied to frustrated quantum spin systems in two dimension

[16, 17, 18, 19] and in this thesis the first successful application of the method to

a fermionic system on a lattice is presented (chapter 3,4).

The quantum Monte Carlo simulations described in this thesis try to clarify

several problems raised in this introduction. Among them the role of phase sepa-

ration in the physics of the highTc compounds, the relevance of the neighboring

antiferromagnetic Mott insulator state and their relation with superconductivity .

The occurrence of phase separation in the physical region of the two dimen-

sionalt � J model is still an open problem. For large coupling strength (J � t)
using variational arguments (chapter 4) it is easy to see that the holes are expelled

from the antiferromagnetic background so that the system prefers to phase sepa-

rate in a hole rich region and in an electron rich one.

Since the physical value of the ratioJ=t is at intermediate strength (J = 0:4t),
where the above arguments are not valid, the issue has been investigated by several

numerical techniques. Exact diagonalization [10] has shown that phase separation

occurs at all strength in the model, but the size considered are too small for being

representative of the thermodynamic limit. On the other hand high temperature

expansion [20] found a completely different phase diagram in which phase sepa-

ration was confined in the strong coupling regime (J > 1:2t). High temperature

expansion allows to obtain results directly in the infinite volume limit, butsuffers

from the difficulty of extrapolating to zero temperature an high temperature series.

An even more delicate question regards the occurrence of superconductivity

in thet� J model. The results obtained in literature are contradictory.

Using variational Monte Carlo simulation, Gros [21] found enhancedd�wave

correlation functions, but an improvement of the variational wavefunction with

one Lanczos step has led to striking controversial results, confirming[22, 23] or

denying [24] the presence of superconductivity.

Recently density matrix renormalization group calculation shows thatd�wave

correlations are depressed due to the presence of stripes. Stripes can be removed

adding to the Hamiltonian a next nearest neighbor hopping term which allows the
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simulation to recover the uniform solution, and then superconductivity occurs.

All these contradictory results have been obtained by numerical techniques

that introduce some approximation in order to deal with the sign problem insta-

bility. Moreover these approximations are local and improve only short range

quantities such as the energy or the nearest neighbors correlations. Indeed, while

these methods allow to obtain less than1% of accuracy on the ground state en-

ergy, the accuracy on the antiferromagnetic or superconducting order parameters

is very poor. It is reasonable to believe that any calculation involving long dis-

tance operators, as it has been typically done in literature so far, may be not so

accurate as an expectation value of a short range operator.

In particular if superconducting long range order occurs a very small order

parameter is to be expected (as is shown even from a purely variational estimate,

starting from a superconductingansatz) and as a consequence a “great” accuracy

is needed in the calculation.

In this thesis a different approach has been considered. It is shown that all

the interesting long range properties of a model can be detected adding a suitably

chosenlocal perturbation to the Hamiltonian and computing the energy correction

due to this perturbation. The results of such a strategy, explained in details in

chapter (4), are remarkable. The accuracy achieved is very high and due to the

short range character of the perturbation the size effects are very weak.

This approach allowed to obtain a sound description of the ground state prop-

erties of the two dimensionalt � J model and to address the delicate question

of a superconducting phase generateduniquelyby the strong electron electron

correlation .





Chapter 1

The Copper Oxide Superconductors

1.1 General properties of the HighTc materials

In the last two decades, HighTc superconductivity has been discovered in a fam-

ily of cuprate compounds [1]. Even if several physical details, such as the critical

temperature (Tc), change from material to material, there are properties which

are common features. These properties involve solid state structure, antiferro-

magnetism and superconductivity. In order to develop a general theory a good

knowledge of these similarities is of great importance.

Starting from the crystalline point of view, all the high temperature super-

conductors (HTSC) have a similar solid structure, in which every copper atoms

is at the center of a tetragonal structure composed by oxygen atoms. Moreover

severalCuO2 layers appear in the crystal structure and between these layers are

the transition elements (such asLa or Ba). A typical example is given by theLa2��Sr�CuO4 (Tc = 39K, see fig. 1.1) in whichLa atoms lies between layers ofCuO2 atoms (one layer per unit cell). A more complex material (the original one

examined by Bednorz and Muller [1]) is theYBa2Cu3O7 (Tc = 92K) , in which

there are two neighboringCuO2 planes per unit cell (see Fig. 1.1). The presence

of CuO2 layers in all this compounds led to the belief that a lot of the important

physics is contained in these two dimensional systems. This is supported by the

fact that theCu� O in plane bond length is� 1:9Å while the distance between

planes is� 6:6Å and so the interlayer coupling can be neglected.
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Figure 1.1: Crystal structure ofLa2CuO4 andYBa2Cu3O6+x
All the High Tc superconductors originate from the doping of an Antiferro-

magnetic Mott insulator with non magnetic impurities. The antiferromagnetic

character of the undoped system is given by the copper which in the solid has a

valenceCu2+ and has an hole in the3d shell, namely has a net magnetic moment.

The oxygen is magnetically neutral and due to his mediation there is a net superex-

change coupling between the in planeCu atoms [25]. Since there is an effective

odd number of electrons per copper atom a metallic behavior should be expected,

but due to the strong correlations the undoped system is an antiferromagnetic Mott

insulator. In the case ofLa2CuO4, doping is achieved in two different ways; sub-

stitutingLa3+ with Sr2+ or insertingO2�. These two different kind of doping

lead to quite different properties in the material. TheSr substitution is equivalent

to adding holes in theCuO2 layers (i.e. extracting electrons) while the oxygen

insertion increases the number of electrons. Moreover the additionalO2� ions

are mobile and are able to screen a charge imbalance, leading to rather different

physical features.

An analysis of the phase diagram (see Fig. 1.2 ) of the considered materials

shows that by hole-doping the antiferromagnetic long range order of the ground
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Figure 1.2: Experimental phase diagram of dopedLa2CuO4
state is immediately lost (close to� � 0:03) and superconductivity appears (� �0:08). Tc reaches its maximum value at� � 0:15 which is usually called optimal

doping. When electron doping is considered antiferromagnetic long range order

is stable up to� � 0:11; 0:12 and superconductivity occurs immediately after.

A very important similarity between highTc materials is given by the symme-

try of the superconducting gap. In a BCS superconductor the gap has an s-wave

symmetry, isotropic in momentum space. There is now a wide consensus that in

highTc superconductors the pairing occurs in adx2�y2 symmetry. Experimentally

this was detected by SQUID measurements in Josephson junction between BCS

and highTc superconductors [26].

The critical temperature varies a lot, ranging from24K (Nd1:85Ce0:15CuO4)
to 133K for the case ofHgBa2Ca2Cu3O8+� [27], which represents the compound

with the highestTc discovered up to now. These values must be compared with

the critical temperature of a standard BCS superconductor which is typically less

than4K. So even if their critical temperatures are rather different they share the

common properties of being too high for conventional superconductors.
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Figure 1.3:� exponent (left) and critical temperature (right) as a function of dop-

ing for La2��Sr�CuO4 [28]

1.2 Isotope effect

In the BCS type superconductors the pairing between the electron is given by an

effective attractive electron electron interaction which originates from the electron

phonon interaction. This evidence was experimentally achieved through isotope

effect measurements onTc [29]. In a conventional superconductor the depen-

dence between the critical temperature and the isotope mass isTc / M�� where� � 0:5. The oxygen isotope measurements inYBa2Cu3O6+x showed that the

value of the� exponent is less then0:1 [30]. This value is by far too small to

think that the electron-phonon interaction alone can be responsible for the pair-

ing. ForLa2��Sr�CuO4 the behavior of the exponent� is much more complex

and depends on doping [28, 31]. In fig. (1.3)Tc and the exponent� are plotted

as a function of doping for this material. The� increases up to the large value of� � 0:5 for doping� = 1=8 but then decreases by a factor of5 at optimal doping,

reaching the same order of magnitude of the one detected inYBa2Cu3O6+�.
The 1=8 anomaly is still an open problem. In a parent compound, namelyLa2��Ba�CuO4, it was found [32] that at� = 1=8 a structural phase transition

from a Low Temperature Orthorombic (LTO) phase to a Low Temperature Tetrag-
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onal (LTT) phase occurs. This phase transition involves a tilting of the oxygen

octahedra and clearly phonons must play an important role. ForLa2��Sr�CuO4
there is no evidence for such a phase transition, but maybe the system is approach-

ing such instability. The1=8 anomaly involves even the critical temperature since

there is a local minimum ofTc at this doping fraction.

The experimental measurements of the� exponent show that the isotope effect

is very small at optimal doping for both the compounds. These results suggested

that maybe the pairing could be given by the strong electronic correlations and not

only by the electron-phonon interaction.

1.3 Phase Separation

The coexistence between holes and electrons in theCuO2 layers has been a very

discussed issue over the years. Several authors [11, 10] suggested that supercon-

ductivity could be connected with the phase separations of electrons and holes in

these layers.

Phase separation was observed in the oxygen doped compounds using Neutron

Powder Diffraction (NPD) [33] and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) [34].

The experimental data showed that the system is separated in an oxygen rich and

in an oxygen poor region. The NPD experiments found phase separation atT <320K and for an oxygen insertion greater than0:05. Similar results were obtained

by NMR[34]. No evidence of phase separation has been found in the hole-doped

compounds.

In order to understand the appearance of phase separation in the oxygen doped

compounds it is important to recall that the inserted oxygen ions are mobile in the

solid. As a consequence these ions are able to screen the long range coulomb

repulsion due to the charge imbalance connected with the phase separation insta-

bility. This is not the case of the hole doped compounds. The interplay between

this effect and superconductivity is still an open question.
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1.4 Magnetic properties

Through Neutron Scattering and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) experi-

ments it is possible to carefully analyze the change of the magnetic properties

of the HTSC materials upon doping. Measurements of the Neutron Scattering

cross section provide informations on the spin-spin structure factor of the sample.

As a consequence of the antiferromagnetic long range order, the undoped com-

pound shows a sharp peak in the spin spin structure factor at the antiferromagnetic

wavevector,Q = (�; �). In the case of theLa2��Sr�CuO4, as the sample is doped

with Sr, this peak broadens and at a doping� > 0:05 disappears and incommensu-

rate spin fluctuations arise close to theQ point [35, 36, 37] at positions(�; ��2��)
and(� � 2��; �). The dependence of the incommensurability� with doping [37]

is linear for0:05 < � < 0:12 and after saturates (see fig. 1.4). A striking feature is

that the angular coefficient of the linear relation between the incommensurability

and the doping fraction is exactly2�.

Figure 1.4: Left: Spin fluctuations in the dynamical spin structure factor at� = 0:14. Right: Linear dependence of the peak position on doping (� being

the distance fromQ = (�; �) in units of2�) [37]X ray diffraction measurements [38] has shown that similar incommensurate

peaks occur in the charge structure factor but close to the� = (0; 0) point with an

incommensurability which is twice the spin structure one. This behavior has been

explained by a domain walls ordering of holes in theCuO2 layers as is shown in

Fig. (1.5). The half filled hole stripes separate antiferromagnetic regions which
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Figure 1.5: Spin and hole structure suggested in [39] at a doping� = 1=8. The

hole stripes are half filled. The antiferromagnetic regions are correlated bya �
shift across a domain wall.

are correlated with a� shift across a domain wall. The modulation connected with

the charge is then at low momenta, close to the� point, while the spin structure

presents a spin density wave at incommensurate momentum close to the antifer-

romagnetic wavevector.

Mook and coworkers [40] showed that even inYBa2Cu3O6:6 these features

are present suggesting that they are a very general property of the HTSC. InLa2��Sr�CuO4 the width of the incommensurate spin fluctuations becomes par-

ticularly narrow at the doping� = 1=8. Neutron scattering experiments andTc
measurements at this doping fraction inLa1:6��Nd0:4Sr�CuO4 [39] showed that

this property occurs together with the anomalous suppression of superconductiv-

ity (an effect which was already discovered inLa2��Ba�CuO4 [41]).

Nowadays a satisfactory theoretical explanation of the1=8 anomaly is not

present. Even if several theories involving frustrated phase separationby the re-

pulsive Coulomb interaction [42] and segregation in “stripes” of the charges and

spins have been proposed, it is not completely clear their relation with supercon-

ductivity, the high value ofTc and the pairing mechanism.





Chapter 2

Theoretical models for theCu� O2
layers

The most important step towards an understanding of the cuprate compounds is

to derive an effective Hamiltonian describing the low energy physics. Since one

of the general features of the HTSC materials is the presence ofCuO2 layers

in their solid structure and since the in-planeCu�O bonding is very strong it

seems reasonable to assume that a two dimensional model of interacting copper

and oxygen atoms is able to reproduce common properties of different materials.

This assumption is supposed to be correct at least for the zero temperature andlow

energy behavior. At finite temperature no spontaneous symmetry breaking can

occur in two dimensions [43] and as a consequence no magnetic long range order

can be detected. The critical temperature (Tc) for the superconducting transition,

which is a really material dependent quantity, should require a more complicated

model taking into account inter layers coupling.

As was suggested by several experiments, in particular the isotopic effectoverTc, a different kind of pairing is to be expected for the HTSC, maybe related only

to the electronic correlations. Since the aim of this work is to understand whatis

the main physical interaction leading to high temperature superconductivity only

models which take into account the electronic correlations will be considered and

the role of phonons will be completely neglected. This hypothesis is adopted

since the question is: it is possible to have an electron pairing mediated onlyby
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the electron electron repulsive interaction ? In the case that such kind of pairing

really occurs, then phonons may enhance this effect.

2.1 Derivation of the models

Due to the crystal field anisotropy, the atomic degeneracy of the copperd levels

is broken and the3dx2�y2 orbital is the highest in energy. Ab initio calculations

[44, 45] show that the band crossing the Fermi energy has mainly adx2�y2 charac-

ter. As a consequence it is possible to take into account only one single orbital for

each copper atom. In a similar way all the oxygen orbitals apart from the2p lie

well below the Fermi energy and need not to be considered. Neglecting hibridiza-

tion between2p and3dx2�y2 the situation is that of a completely filled atomic2p
orbital and an half filled3dx2�y2 . The statej3dx2�y21; 2p2i will be considered as

the reference vacuum. On the vacuum state act the operatorsd+i�, creating a hole

of spin� at sitei in the3dx2�y2 , andp+l�, creating a hole of spin� at sitel in the2p orbitals (wherei refers to the positions of copper atoms, whilel of oxygen). In

order to write a full Hamiltonian it is necessary to take into account the Coulomb

repulsionUd andUp between holes on the same atom (copper and oxygen respec-

tively), the repulsionUpd of holes on different atoms, the strong hybridizationstpd
between the3dx2�y2 and2p orbitals and the hopping amplitudetpp between two

near oxygen atoms (see fig. 2.1) :H = Xi;� �d d+i�di� +Xl;� �p p+l�pl� +Xi Ud d+i"di"d+i#di# ++Xl Up p+l"pl"p+l#pl# + X<i;l>;� ti;lpd �d+i�pl� + p+l�di��++ X<l;l0>;� tl;l0pp (p+l;�pl0;� + pl;�p+l0;�) + X<i;l>�;�0 Upd d+i�di�p+l�0pl�0 (2.1)

where�p and�d are the on site energies of the holes on thep andd orbitals respec-

tively. The values of the coupling constants entering in the model Hamiltonian

have been obtained from experimental data by several authors [46, 47] or com-

puted from ab-initio band theory calculations [44, 45] and have been reported in

table (2.1).
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Parameter [48] [46] [49] [50] [51] [52]�p � �d 3.5 3.6 3.5 4.0 1.5Ud 9.4 10.5 8.8 10.0 9.0Upd 0.8 1.5 0.6-1.3 < 1.0 0-1 1.5tpd -1.5 -1.3 -1.6 -1.3 -1.38 -1.07tpp 0.6 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.33 0.53

Table 2.1: Summary of parameters value (ineV ) for La2CuO4 obtained from ab

initio band structure calculations. The numbers between square brackets on the

top of the columns label the reference number.

At half filling (the case of the undoped material) there will be one hole for

eachCuO4 square (see fig. 2.1). Since� = �p � �d > 0, the hole will occupy the

copper orbital. Upon doping, other holes are added to the system and, sinceUd
is very large compared to�, it will be energetically more favorable to occupy the

oxygen orbital. In the strong coupling limitUd >> � there will be only one hole

per copper atom.

However the system may also gain energy from the hybridization term and

build delocalized hole states over theCuO4 squares. Starting from this hypothesis

Zhang and Rice [12] showed that in second order perturbation theory the singlet

state between the two holes is energetically favored (“Zhang and Rice singlet”).

As a consequence the creation of an oxygen hole is equivalent to the creation

of a Zhang and Rice singlet on the copper atom and the movement of this hole

through the lattice can be described by an effective hopping of the singlet state

between different copper atoms. In this way the oxygen atoms are eliminated and

an effective one band Hamiltonian can be derived, thet� J model Hamiltonian:H = �tX<ij>(c+i cj + c+j ci) + J X<ij>Si � Sj (2.2)

where the Heisenberg term describes the superexchange spin interaction between

the copper atoms in the strong coupling limit (Ud >> �) and the constraint of no

double occupancy has to be understood.

In order to achieve consistency with the strong coupling limit of the one band
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Figure 2.1:3dx2�y2 orbitals of theCu atoms and2px,2py orbitals of theO atoms.

The three band Hamiltonian parameters (see text) are also shown.

Hubbard model at ordert2=U [53], an attractive nearest neighbor density-density

term proportional toJ is usually added to the Hamiltonian,H = �tX<ij>(c+i cj + c+j ci) + J X<ij>�Si � Sj � ninj4 �
(2.3)

This term is not present in the derivation of the model as presented by Zhang

and Rice [12] and its effect is of enhancing the attraction between the holes.We

will refer to thet�J model Hamiltonian as the one including the nearest neighbor

attractive density-density interaction.

The antiferromagnetic couplingJ can be obtained from fourth order perturba-

tion theory as [12, 54]:J = 4t4pd(� + Upd)2 � 1Ud + 22� + Up� (2.4)

At half filling the t� J model reduces to the two dimensional Heisenberg antifer-

romagnet which is known to have a singlet ground state [55], insulating and with

antiferromagnetic long range order [56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. This model is supposed to

give an accurate description of the undoped parent materials at zero temperature.

Due to this relationship, thet� J model describes the doping of an antiferromag-

netic insulator with non magnetic impurities, which is the relevant case forthe
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HTSC compounds.

2.2 Known results and open questions

2.2.1 Phase separation

One of the most important questions raised in the context of high temperature

superconductors is if the strong competition between hole propagation and anti-

ferromagnetic order in theCuO2 planes leads to the segregation of holes in regions

without antiferromagnetic order. Thet�J model represents a good starting point

to clarify this issue because it takes into account spin interaction and holekine-

matics. Moreover it is known that at large value of the ratioJ=t phase separation

of spins and holes occurs. In this limit the kinetic term in the Hamiltonian can

be neglected and the energy loss, in units ofJ , when holes are inserted in an an-

tiferromagnetic background is equal to the energy per bond times the number of

antiferromagnetic broken bonds (see section 4.1.1). As a consequence if the holes

are all segregated in a region there is a gain in energy if compared to the varia-

tional state having the holes far apart. Unfortunately the physical value of the ratioJ=t is at intermediate coupling(J=t � 0:4), very far from this limit.

As a consequence many authors have tried to clarify this issue using numeri-

cal techniques. Calculations of exact ground state energies on small lattice sizes

[10] show that phase separation occurs at all strength in the model, but the sizes

considered are too small to be representative of the thermodynamic limit, where

the question is meaningful. In 1992 using high temperature expansion [20] phase

separation was found only for largeJ=t, but this method suffers from the diffi-

culty of extrapolating the zero temperature limit of a series knowing only a few

coefficients. Recently [61] Quantum Monte Carlo calculations give similar results

to the ones obtained by exact diagonalization, but the most important and delicate

low doping region has been studied only with fairly small lattice sizes, sothat this

result is not surprising. By contrast an improvement of a variational method (the

lanczos step method) [62] suggests that no phase separation occurs in the physical

region. One of the aim of this thesis is to clarify this controversial issue,as will

be shown in section (4.1) in order to detect if the phase separation instabilityis
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really relevant for the physics of the HTSC compounds.

2.2.2 Antiferromagnetism at low doping

At half filling the ground state of thet�J model has antiferromagnetic long range

order. Even if an analytical proof of that is still lacking there is a great number

of numerical results [56, 57, 58, 59, 60] that strongly support this scenario. Upon

doping there is not a general consensus regarding the disappearing of antiferro-

magnetic long range order. From an experimental point of view, as was discussed

in chapter (1), the long range order disappears close to� = 0:03 � 0:05, but it is

not obvious that thet � J model is able to reproduce such feature. Calculations

of the spin structure factor by exact diagonalization [63, 64] shows that the anti-

ferromagnetic correlations are resistant up to� = 0:15, but since the lattice sizes

considered are too small to attempt a finite size scaling it is not easy toidentify the

critical doping for the disappearing of long range order. Moreover the correlation

length might be larger than the lattice sizes considered in [63, 64] and antifer-

romagnetic correlations overestimated. Variational Monte Carlo calculations on

larger sizes [65] suggests that the critical doping is�c = 0:11. In the framework

of the t � J model it is not yet clear if there is coexistence between long range

antiferromagnetic order and superconductivity.

2.2.3 Superconductivity

The belief that the pairing mechanism of high temperature superconductors is of

pure electronic nature has driven a great interest on strongly correlated fermion

models. As a consequence an enormous effort has been devoted to the quest of

superconducting long range order in the repulsive Hubbard model and in thet�J
model. Nevertheless the results obtained so far on the subject are far from being

satisfactory, mainly due to the difficulty of the calculations and to the small value

of the order parameter.

Exact diagonalization on small sizes for both the models [63, 64], confirmed

the existence of superconducting LRO, but the Quantum Monte Carlo calculations

[66, 67] on the Hubbard model suggests that these results were only a finite size

effect and the order parameter is zero in the infinite volume limit. In thet � J
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model a great number of variational calculations [68, 65, 21] show evidence of su-

perconducting long range order. The improvement of the variational wavefunction

with one lanczos step iteration has given striking controversial results, confirming

[22, 23] or denying [24] the presence of superconductivity.

Since the existence of superconducting long range order remains the main

request to be fulfilled by a theoretical model in order to describe the HTSC the

main task of this thesis is to understand if thet� J model has this feature.





Chapter 3

Numerical Method

3.1 Green Function Monte Carlo

3.1.1 Single walker formulation

The Green Function Monte Carlo (GFMC)[69] method is a numerical technique

that allows to filter out the ground state wavefunctionj0i of an HamiltonianH
from a given trial wavefunctionj T i, provided thath T j0i 6= 0. This is achieved

through iterative application of the operatorG = ��H to the trial wavefunction,

where� is a suitably chosen positive constant to allow for convergence. Namely:Gqj T i = (�� E0)q "C0j0 > +Xn6=0 ��� E0�� En�q Cnjni# (3.1)

whereq is the number of timesG is applied toj T i,Cn = hnj T i, andjni,En are

the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the HamiltonianH respectively. Asq goes to

infinity, the iteration converges to the ground state wavefunction exponentiallyinq.
In practice a basis setjxi is chosen (e.g. the spin configuration of the lattice)

and the iteration  q+1(x0) =Xx Gx0;x q(x) (3.2)

is implemented, beingGx0;x the matrix elements ofG in the chosen basis. If the

latter recursive equation is evaluated in an exact way it is easy to see that one
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obtains, after a few iterations, transitions to a large number of states, sothat it is

necessary to bookkeep the full Hilbert space. As a consequence the computation

becomes cumbersome in terms of memory occupation and only small lattice sizes

can be afforded.

A solution to this problem is to sample the matrix-vector product (3.2) in a

stochastic way through a Markov process. Since the matrixGx0;x is not a stochas-

tic matrix 1, one defines the transition probability between two elements of the

Markov chain as px0;x = Gx0;xbxsx0;x (3.3)

wherebx = Px0 Gx0;x=sx0;x andsx0;x is the sign of the matrix elementGx0;x. In

this way the transition probability between two elements of the Markov chain is

normalized, beingpx0;x a stochastic matrix.

The basic element of the stochastic process is the so called “walker”(w; x)
which is determined by the configurationx and a weightw. Eq. (3.2) can be seen

as a stochastic transition from the statex ! x0 and a scaling of the weight of the

walkerw! w0 = sx0;xbxw.

The task of the GFMC approach is to define a Markov process [70], yield-

ing after a large numberq of iterations a probability distributionPq(w; x) for the

walker which determines the ground state wavefunction, namely:Z dwwPq(w; x) = hxj qi 7�! hxj 0i (3.4)

The evolution of the probability under such process isPq+1(w0; x0) =Xx Pq(w0=bxsx0;x; x) px0;xbxjsx0;xj (3.5)

It is easy to see that the evolution (3.5) correctly reproduces the matrix vector

multiplication (3.2) since, rescalingw0=bx ! w0, q+1(x0) = Xx px0;x Z dw0 w0bxjsx0;xjP (w0=bxsx0;x; x)= Xx Gx0;x q(x)
1A square matrixAi;j is a stochastic matrix if

PiAi;j = 1.
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As q !1 it is possible to evaluate the ground state energy of the HamiltonianH
as E0 = h T jHj0ih T j0i = hwExihwi (3.6)

whereEx is the so called “local energy” ,(Ex =Px0 Hx0;x) and the bracketsh i are for the stochastic average, namely averaging over the independent config-

urations. The so called “mixed average” of the observablesOk are also easily

obtained: Okx = h T jOkj0ih T j0i = hwOkxihwi (3.7)

whereOkx =Px0 Okx0;x. The configurations generated in the Markov chain will be

distributed, asq goes to infinity, as the right eigenvector of the matrixpx0;x, which

is in general different fromj0i. We can consider the right eigenvector as a trial

state for the initial iteration of the power method and compute the weight of the

walker assuming thatL iterations before it was equal to1. In this way it is simple

to compute the ground state energy as:E0 = PnExnGLnPnGLn (3.8)

where GLn = LYj=1 bxn�jsxn�j+1;xn�j (3.9)

In principle this procedure concludes the GFMC scheme. However several tech-

nical problems arises.

Since the weight of the walker is the results ofL independent products, it

grows exponentially withL and can assume very large (or very small) values,

implying a diverging variance in the above averages. In the case the weight of

the walker is always positive this instability can be solved introducing a set ofM walkers and defining a reconfiguration process [60] that introduces a small but

controlled bias in the simulation as will be shown in the next section (3.1.2) .

Moreover whenGx;x0 is applied toj q > it is possible to collect negative

sign contributions tow since the trial wavefunction might have a negative value
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on the configurationjx0 >. This case is of great importance when dealing with

fermions due to the antisymmetric character of the ground state wavefunctions. In

practice the weight of the walker collects negative and positive contributesso that

the average sign afterq iterations is:hsqi = Px R dwwPq(w; x)Px R dwjwjPq(w; x) � � �� E0�� Ebos0 �q
(3.10)

whereEbos0 is the “bosonic” ground state energy of the HamiltonianjHj (obtained

by changing sign to the positive off-diagonal matrix elements of the HamiltonianH), which is obviously belowE0. The latter result shows that the average sign

decreases exponentially to zero as the number of iterations is increased, leaving

a small quantity which is very difficult to sample. The so called “sign problem”

instability [71] limits in a severe way the application of the GFMC technique

to fermionic systems unless some kind of approximations is used (Fixed Node

Approximation, Green Function Monte Carlo with Stochastic Reconfiguration).

3.1.2 Reconfiguration process in the absence of sign problem

ConsiderM walkers and label the corresponding configurations and weights with

a couple of vectors(w; x), with each vector component(wi; xi) i = 1; � � � ;M ,

corresponding to theith walker. Suppose that all the weights of the walker are

positive in the stochastic process,sx0;x = �x0;x. It is then easy to generalize Eq.

(3.5) to many independent walkers:Pq+1(w; x0) = Xx1;x2;:::;xM Pq(w1=bx1; w2=bx2 ; � � �wM=bxM ; x1; x2; � � �xM )�px01;x1px02;x2 � � � px0M ;xM� =(bx1bx2 � � � bxM ) (3.11)

If the evolution ofP is done without further restriction each walker is uncorrelated

from any other one and :P (w1; w2; � � � ; wM ; x1; x2; � � �xM) = P (w1; x1)P (w2; x2) � � �P (wM ; xM)
(3.12)

The moment of orderk over the weight variable can be defined as:Xk;q(x) = Z dw1 Z dw2 � � �Z dwM (3.13)
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Since we are interested only in the first moment ofP we can define a recon-

figuration process that changes the probability distributionPq without changing

its first moment, and in this we follow [72]:P 0q(w0; x0) = Z Xx K(w0; x0;w; x)Pq(w; x) [dw] (3.14)K(w0; x0;w; x) = MYi = 1 Pj wj�x0i; xjPj wj ! �(w0i � Pj wjM ) (3.15)

Hereafter the multiple integrals over all thewj variables are conventionally short-

hand for
R [dw]. Note that the defined kernelK is normalized:Z [dw0]Xx0 K = 1

In practice this reconfiguration process amounts to generate a new set ofM
walkers(w0j; x0j) in terms of the givenM walkers(wj; xj) in the following way.

Each new walkerw0j; x0j will have the same weight�w = Pj wjM and an arbitrary

configurationx0j among the possible old onesfxkgk=1;���;M , chosen with a prob-

ability pk = wk=Pj wj. It is clear that after this reconfiguration the newM
walkers have by definition the same weights and most of the irrelevant walkers

with small weights are dropped out (see fig. 3.1). This is just the desired recon-

figuration which plays the same stabilization effect of the conventional branching

scheme.[69, 58]

It is well known that the control of the population sizeM introduces some bias

in the simulation simply because some kind of correlation between the walkers is

introduced. However for high accuracy calculations this bias often becomes the

most difficult part to control. It is possible to prove that the reconfiguration of

theM walkers defined in (3.15) does a better job. Though this reconfiguration

clearly introduces some kind of correlation among the walkers, it can be rigor-

ously proven (see A.1) that the first momentumX1;q(x) of the distribution ofPq
is exactly equal to the oneX 01;q(x) of P 0q, obtained after the reconfiguration. This
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Figure 3.1: Example of reconfiguration process in the absence of sign problem

for a population of4 walkers. The new walkers after the reconfiguration have the

same weight�w but different configurations from the walkers before the reconfigu-

ration.j(i) is the mapping between the new and the old population. This mapping

must be saved in order to perform the forward walking technique (section 3.1.7)

means that there is no loss of information in the described reconfiguration process

and X 01;q(x) = X1;q(x) (3.16)

3.1.3 From power method to exact imaginary time propaga-

tion

In order to have non negative diagonal matrix elements inGx0;x = ��x0;x � Gx0;x
it is necessary to choose the constant� in eq. (3.1) large enough. However an

exceedingly large value of� -which is often the case especially for fermions- de-

termines a slowing down of the algorithm, since there is a very small probability� 1=� to accept a new configurationx0 and the algorithm remains almost always

stacked in the old onex. Thus one needs much more power iterations (3.2) to

generate statistically independent configurations and the auto correlation timebe-
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comes very large. In order to overcome this difficulty, following [69], it is better

to determinea priori the number of diagonal moves before an off diagonal is ac-

cepted. Thus one can generate each time a new configuration without caring of a

very large value of�. The probabilitypd to remain in the same configuration can

be written as pd = ��Hx;x�� Ex (3.17)

whereEx is the local energy. Givenpd, the probabilityt(k) to makek diagonal

moves before the first acceptance of a new configuration (x0 6= x) is t(k) = pkd(1�pd) if k is less than the number of trialsnT that are left before approaching the

successive reconfiguration process, andt(nT ) = pnTd . In practice the algorithm

after each reconfiguration proceeds as follow:

1. SetnT = kp, wherekp is the number of power iteration between two differ-

ent reconfigurations.

2. Extract a random number� (0 < � < 1) and choosek as,k = min�nT ; � ln �ln pd�� (3.18)

where the square brackets denote the integer part.

3. if k � nT go to number 7.

4. update the weight of the walker in a way consistent withk diagonal moves.

5. Perform an off diagonal move.

6. RescalenT in nT � k � 1 and go to number 2.

7. Perform the new reconfiguration and then restart the procedure from number

1.

In this way it is possible to choose even an infinite value of the constant� so

that the power method (3.1) can be cast in an exponential form. In fact choosingkp = ��� , with �� fixed, the usual propagator can be written in exponential

form, �kp(1 � H=�)kp / e�H�� as� ! 1. Thus�� represents the imaginary

time difference between two successive reconfiguration schemes.
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3.1.4 Importance Sampling

One of the most important advantages of the Green function Monte Carlo tech-

nique is the possibility to reduce the variance of the energy by exploiting some

information of the ground state wavefunction, sometimes known a priori on phys-

ical grounds [71]. In order to understand how to reduce this variance, we just note

that the power method, as described in the previous sections, is not restricted to

symmetric matrices, simply because we never used this property of the Hamilto-

nian matrices. Following [71] we consider not the original matrix , but the non

symmetric one: �Gx0; x =  G(x0)Gx0; x= G(x)
where G is the so calledguiding wavefunction , that has to be as simple as

possible to be efficiently implemented in the calculation of the matrix elements

and , as we will see, as close as possible to the ground state ofG.

In order to evaluate the maximum eigenvalue ofG0, corresponding obviously

to the ground state ofH, the local energyEx is now given by:Exn =Xx0  G(x0)Hx0;xn= G(xn) =Xx0 �Hx0;x (3.19)

where, for simplicity of notations, the bar over an operator represents the same

operator after the importance sampling transformation. Thus if G is exactly equal

to the ground state ofH then, by definition,Exn = E0, independent ofxn. This

is the so calledzero variance property satisfied by the method. Namely if the

guiding wavefunction approaches an exact eigenstate ofH , the method is free of

statistical fluctuations. Of course one is never in such a fortunate situation,but by

improving the guiding wavefunction one is able to considerably decrease the error

bars on the energy. This property is very important and non trivial.

As a consequence of the importance sampling transformation, in order to com-

pute the mixed average estimator (3.19) for general operators it suffices to intro-

duce the quantity �Okx;x0 =  G(x0)Okx G(x) (3.20)

and substituteOkx;x0 with �Okx;x0 in equation (3.7).
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3.1.5 Fixed Node approximation

As we have seen when the weights of the walkers are not all positive it is always

possible to define the transition probability for the stochastic process but even if

the Markov process converges to a probability distribution which determinesthe

ground state wavefunction, calculations are unfeasible due to the large fluctuations

of the weights due to the “pathological” cancelation between positive and nega-

tive weights. It is then necessary to revert to some kind of approximation. The

most popular one is the Fixed Node (FN) approximation[15]. In this approach an

effective Hamiltonian�Heff is defined, starting from�H, and setting to zero the

positive off diagonal elements of�H�Heffx0;x = ( �Hx0;x if �Hx0;x � 00 if �Hx0;x > 0 (3.21)

as a consequence the diagonal term has an additionalsign � ip contribute:�Heffx;x = �Hx;x + Vsf(x) (3.22)Vsf(x) = X�Hx0;x>0and x0 6=x �Hx0;x (3.23)

It is possible to prove (see A.2) that the ground state of the effective Hamiltonian�Heff is a variational upper bound for the ground state energy of the Hamiltonian�H.

A slight generalization of the fixed node approximation can be obtained defin-

ing the effective Hamiltonian in a different way. Indeed reversing the sign of the

positive off-diagonal matrix elements of�H and multiplying them by a constant > 0 one obtains: �Heffx0;x = ( �Hx0;x if �Hx0;x � 0� �Hx0;x if �Hx0;x > 0 (3.24)

As a consequence the diagonal term must be changed as�Heffx;x = �Hx;x + (1 + )Vsf(x) (3.25)

whereVsf(x) is defined in (3.23). Note that the standard Fixed Node dynamic is

recovered with the parameter choice = 0, while the case with = �1 is the op-

posite limit in which �Heff = �H, the so called ”nodal release”. In appendix (A.2)
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it is proved that even this case gives a variational estimate for the groundstate

energy. The dependency on of the ground state energy is shown if Fig. (3.2).

The energy only slightly depends on and the lowest value can be obtained in the

Figure 3.2: Fixed node (empty dots) and stochastic reconfiguration (full dots)

energy dependence on.

standard fixed node framework ( = 0). Nevertheless the introduction of allows

transition to states on different nodal regions. This feature will be extensively

used in the framework of the Green Function with Stochastic Reconfiguration.

3.1.6 Green Function Monte Carlo with Stochastic Reconfigu-

ration

The Green Function Monte Carlo with stochastic reconfiguration (GFMCSR) [16,

17] is a systematic improvement of the FN dynamic that allows to sample the sign

crossing the nodal surface of the guiding wavefunctions. The Green function�Gx0;x
is connected to the FN one�Geffx0;x by a pre-factorsx0;x:�Gx0;x = sx0;x �Geffx0;x (3.26)
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where the pre-factorsx0;x is given bysx0;x = 8><>: 1 if �Gx0;x � 0�1= if �Gx0;x < 0��Hx;x��Hx;x�(1+)Vsf (x) if x = x0 (3.27)

In the simulation both the dynamics are present at the same time. Similarlyto

what was done in eq. (3.3) one definesbx =Xx0 �Geffx0;x (3.28)

and then develops a stochastic process with the following form:

1. Given the walker(w; x), change the weight by scaling it withbx:w! bxw :
2. Generate randomly a new configurationx0 according to the stochastic matrixpx0;x.
3. Finally multiply the weight of the walker bysx0;x:w0 ! wsx0;x :

Without the latter step the Hamiltonian�Heff is sampled. The walker can be char-

acterized by the triad(w;weff ; x)whereweff are the FN weights. IfPq(w;weff ; x)
is the probability of having a walker with weightw,weff in a configurationx afterq iterations, the propagated wavefunctions of the two dynamics will be represented

by:  q(x) = Z dweff Z dwwPq(w;weff ; x) (3.29) effq (x) = Z dweff Z dwweffPq(w;weff ; x) (3.30)

and it is straightforward to check that the evolution of the probability in the Marko-

vian process isPq(w0; w0eff ; x0) =Xx px0;xb2x jsx0;xj Pq(w;weff ; x): (3.31)
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GivenM walkers (w; x) � n(wj; weffj ; xj)oj=1;2;:::;M (3.32)

the generalization of (3.29) to the many walkers case is given by: q(x) = Z [dw]Xx Pj wj�x;xjM Pq(w; x) (3.33) effq (x) = Z [dw]Xx Pj weffj �x;xjM Pq(w; x) (3.34)

and the symbol
R [dw] is a shorthand for the2M dimensional integral.

The two equations (3.33) show that the states effq (x) and  q(x) are not

uniquely determined by the distribution probabilityPq(w; x) but, as was done

in the case where no sign problem occurs (3.1.2) [60], it is possible to change

the probability distribution without losing information of the quantum mechani-

cal state. It suffices to define a new probability through a linear transformationP 0q(w0; x0) = Z [dw]Xx K(w0; x0;w; x)Pq(w; x) (3.35)

where now the kernel of the integral equation is defined asK(w0; x0;w; x) = MYi=1 Pj jgxj j�x0i;xjPj jgxj j ! �(w0i � ��1Pj wjM sgn gx0i) �(weff 0i � jw0ij)
(3.36)

and� = Pj gxjPj jgxj j is the average sign after the reconfiguration.

In Eq. (3.36) the only thing which is left to define are thegxj . If no sign

problem occurs it is easy to see that the choicegxj = wj = weffj leads directly

to the results of section (3.1.2). If the simulation suffers for the sign problem

instability the latter choice is unfeasible and better choices are necessary for thegxj .
If the quantum state of the system is conserved before and after the reconfigu-

ration the following relation must hold, namely 0q(x) =  q(x) (3.37)
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In practice this relation cannot be satisfied with a simple choice ofgxj . Then a

less strict constraint is required. Let
�Ok	k=1;2;::;p be a number of suitably chosen

observables and impose the following constraint,Xx  q(x) = Xx  0q(x) (3.38)Xx;x0 Okx0;x q(x) = Xx;x0 Okx0;x 0q(x) (3.39)

It is possible to prove [16, 17] that in order to fulfill the conditions (3.38) it is

sufficientthat the following holds:Pj;x0 gxjOx0;xjPj gxj = Pj;x0 wjOx0;xjPj wj (3.40)

meaning that the the mixed average of the chosen observables are conserved in

the reconfiguration process. A possible choice for thegxj isgxj = weffj "1 +Xk �k �Okxj � �Ok;effj �#
(3.41)

whereOkxj = h GjOkjxkih gjxji and �Ok;eff = Pj weffj OkjPj weffj . The coefficients�k are to be

obtained requiring that Eq. (3.38) hold. This requirement involves the solution of

the following linear system for�k [17]:Xk0 �k 24Pj weffj �Okxj � �Ok;eff��Ok0xj � �Ok0;eff�Pj weffj 35 = Pj wj(Okxj � �Ok;eff)Pj wj
(3.42)

Once the�k coefficients are completely determined then the new weights after the

reconfigurations are determined by Eq. (3.35,3.36),w0j = ��1Pj wjM signgxj (3.43)

3.1.7 Forward walking

The Green function Monte Carlo method can be used with success to compute

also correlation functions on the ground state ofH. In fact it is simple to compute
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expectation values of operators that are diagonal in the chosen basis, so that to a

given elementx of the basis corresponds a well defined valueO(x) = hxjOjxi
of the operator. By the Green Function Monte Carlo technique, as we have seen,

configurationsw; x are distributed according to the desired wavefunction 0(x),
or 0(x) G(x) if importance sampling is implemented. However in order to com-

pute< O >= h 0jOj 0i a little further work is necessary as the square of the

wavefunction is required to perform the quantum average. To this purpose the

desired expectation value is written in the following form:hOi = limN 0;N!1 h GjGNOGN 0j Gih GjG(N 0+N)j Gi (3.44)

From the statistical point of view Eq.(3.44) amounts first to sample a configurationx afterN 0 reconfigurations , then to measure the quantityhxjOjxi and finally to

let the walker propagate forward for furtherN reconfigurations.

If all the weights of the walkers are positive definite (or in the framework of

the fixed node technique) in order to evaluate the stochastic average an approach

similar to what was done for the energy is clearly possible. The only change

to expression (3.8) is to replaceExj with the average measured quantityOxN =1M Pj Onj at the generationn and change the corresponding weight factors in (3.9)

as: GLn = L�1Yj=�N �wn� j (3.45)

where we denote withOnj the value of the diagonal operatorO on the configu-

ration xj of the jth walker, at the iterationn. Indeed these new factors (3.45)

contain a further propagation ofN reconfiguration processes as compared to the

previous expression Eq. (3.9). It is important that bothL, correcting the bias, andN , correcting the quantum average of the operator are finite, due to the exponen-

tial growths of the fluctuations asN andL increase. On the other hand, these

fluctuations can be controlled by enlarging the population sizeM , and the method

for M large enough remains stable. A further condition is however necessary in

order to control the bias in the forward walking technique. The set of measured

valuesOni with weight factors (3.45) has to be modified after each reconfiguration

process occurring in the forward direction. In practice after each reconfiguration

it is important to bookkeep only the valuesOi of the observables that survive after
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Figure 3.3: Staggered magnetizationml for the2D, S = 1=2 Heisenberg model

[60] for increasing lattice sizes (from top curve to bottom curve) as a function

of the forward walking iteration number N computed with the forward walking

technique. The number of walkers for each lattice size and isM = 1000, 2000,3000, 3000, 3000 andL = 36, 64, 100, 144, 256 respectively.

the reconfiguration (we omit in the following the superscriptn for simplicity). In

other words after each reconfigurationO0i = Oj(i) for i = 1; � � �M with the inte-

ger functionj(i) describing the reconfiguration process in our scheme (after any

reconfiguration the walker with indexi assumes the configuration with indexj(i)
before the reconfiguration, see Fig. 3.1).

In order to implement recursively the forward walking it is useful to storeat

each reconfiguration process the integer functionjn(i) for each reconfigurationn and the valuesOi of the operatorO for each walker. Then it is possible to

compute the relevant configurations contributing to the operatorO afterN recon-

figuration process by a recursive application of the integer functionsjn, namelyO0i = OjN (jN�1 � � � j1(i) � � �))). An example on how this scheme works is shown

in Fig.(3.3). As it is seen it is simple to reach the exact ground state average.

In appendix (A.3) it is proved that the bias control property (3.16) is satisfied

even in the framework of the forward walking technique.
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3.1.8 Hellmann-Feynman theorem

The calculations of observables in the framework of the GFMC technique can also

be done using the Hellmann - Feynman theorem. Consider the HamiltonianH,

having ground state energyE0 and let beO the observable that has to be computed.

If the following perturbation is added to the HamiltonianH(h) = H + hO (3.46)

the first order correction to the energy can be computed as:E(h) = E(0) + hh0jOj0i (3.47)

where j0i is the unperturbed ground state. As a consequence it is possible to

evaluate the expectation valuehOi ashOi = limh!0 E(h)� E(0)h (3.48)

In practice it suffices to make several runs for several values ofh (includingh =0),compute the difference in Eq. (3.48) and extrapolate toh! 0.

If the matrix elements�Ox0;x are not all negative then the addition of such an

operator to the Hamiltonian involves a change in the nodal surface of the guiding

wavefunction which implies a break down of Eq. (3.48). For example in the

framework of the FN approximation, this means that there will be an additional

term in the sign-flip potential since it is possible that�Ox0;x > 0. To overcome this

difficulty it suffices to define the following operators�O+x0;x = ( �Ox0;x if �Ox0;x � 00 if �Ox0;x > 0�O�x0;x = ( � �Ox0;x if �Ox0;x > 00 if �Ox0;x < 0 (3.49)

and compute the ground states eigenvaluesE+(h),E�(h) of the perturbed Hamil-

tonian obtained adding�O+x0;x and �O�x0;x respectively. Then the expectation value of

the operator can be written in terms ofhOi = limh!0 E+(h)� E�(h)h (3.50)
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3.2 Application to the t� J model

3.2.1 Action of the Green Function

In this section we present the application of the numerical methods introduced in

the preceding sections to a fermionic Hamiltonian, namely the two dimensionalt� J model (2.3). The basis set chosen in the simulation is the spin configuration

of the lattice,fjxig = fjSz1 ; :::; SzLig, whereSzi is thez component of the spin of

the electron on sitei andSzi = 0 in the case when on sitei a hole is found (e.g. no

electrons are present). Following equation (3.2)Gx;x0 must be computed which is,

a part from a constant, equivalent to compute the action of the Hamiltonian on a

general state of the basis set. For a better understanding of the processes involved

in the application ofHt�J it is useful to rewrite thet� J Hamiltonian (2.3) as:Ht�J = K + V flip + V diag
where V diag = J X<i;j>�Szi Szj � ninj4 �

(3.51)K = �t X<i;j>Kij = �t X<i;j>(c+i cj + c+j ci) (3.52)V flip = J2 X<i;j>V flipij = J2 X<i;j> �S+i S�j + S�i S+j � (3.53)

(3.54)

are the diagonal part of the Hamiltonian, the kinetic energy term and the spin-

flip interaction respectively and the constraint of no double occupancy is to be

understood. SinceV diag is diagonal in the chosen basis set its action over a vectorjxi does not change the spin configuration of the lattice. It is more interesting

to understand what transitions between statesjxi ! jx0i are involved when the

off-diagonal part ofHt�J is applied to a vector of the basis set. The kinetic energy

termKij gives a non zero contribution to the energy only when acting on an emptyj (i) site and on an occupiedi (j) site causing the electron to hop from sitei to sitej (j to i) (see Fig. 3.4). Since energy is gained in making an hopping this term

tend to delocalise the holes and to avoid a segregation of holes in one region.
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Figure 3.4: Action of the different off diagonal interactions in the Hamiltonian.Kij hops the electron from an occupied site to an empty one, whileV flipij acts on

two anti parallel neighboring spins flipping them. The moves obtained exchangingi� j are also allowed.

On the contrary the spin-flip potentialV flipij gives a non zero contribution only

when acting on states in which both sitesi and j are occupied but with differ-

ent component of the two spins along thez axis. As is clear from Fig. (3.4)

this potential exchanges two spins and generates a spin-flip. Due to the fact that

the super-exchange coupling constantJ is greater than zero (antiferromagnetic

coupling between the spins) this term gains energy expelling the holes from an

antiferromagnetic background and segregating them in one region (as can be also

noticed considering the strong coupling limit,J � t, and comparing the energies

of the variational state with holes far apart with that of holes segregated in one

region).

The physics of thet � J model Hamiltonian lies in the competition between

these two terms, the hole repulsion of the kinetic energy and the spin attraction

of the super-exchange interaction. This competition is crucial since the physical

value of the ratioJ=t is at intermediate coupling [45], (J=t � 0:4).
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3.2.2 Importance Sampling

A fundamental ingredient in the GFMC is the choice of the guiding wavefunction G(x) in order to perform importance sampling, as described in section (3.1.4).

An ideal guiding wavefunction must satisfy some important requirements.

First of all it must be a good approximation of the ground state wavefunc-

tion  0(x). A variational calculation is always good starting point to detect how

accurate this ansatz is.

It is then important that the same approximation that is made on small systems

(where the result can be checked using exact diagonalization) can be safely ex-

ported to larger ones, without losing accuracy in the calculation. This means that

the guiding wave function must satisfy the“size consistency”condition. Suppose

that ifA andB are two weakly interacting subsystems of the largerA+B system

then:  G(A+B) �  G(A) G(B) (3.55)

namely as the interaction betweenA andB becomes negligible, the wavefunction

of the larger system must factorize in the product of the wavefunctions of the two

subsystems. If this property is satisfied then the Energy (and any observable not

involving long range correlations) of the large system is additive respect to the

energies of the subsystems and if a reliable estimate of this quantity is available

for A orB the same accuracy is preserved inA+B.

Finally an ideal guiding wavefunction should also be easily computable, not

involving more then orderL3 operation to detect the value of G over the config-

urationx from scratch and not more thanL2 to update its value in the transition

from jxi ! jx0i for a local move like the ones displayed in fig. (3.4).

In this thesis a Bardeen, Cooper and Schriffer (BCS) wavefunction (see ap-

pendix B) has been used [21] by adding a density-density Jastrow factor [73],

namely:j Gi = PNPG exp(Xi;j v(i� j)ninj) exp(Xk wkc+k"c+�k#) j0i (3.56)

wherePG andPN are the Gutzwiller projector (which forbids double occupancy

on each site) and the projector at fixed number of particlesN respectively.
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The long range potential of the Jastrow factorv(i � j) behaves as1=ji � jj asji� jj ! 1 [73] and is translational invariant:v(R) = 2LXq 6=0 eiqR "1�s1 + (cos qx + cos qy)=21� (cos qx + cos qy)=2# (3.57)

Concerning the BCS part of the guiding wavefunction, the Fourier transform of

the pairing functionwk, can be obtained from the mean field theory applied to the

BCS Hamiltonian allowing for a superconducting order parameter�k as is shown

in appendix (B). Its form is given by the following equation:wk = �k�k +p�2k +�2k (3.58)

and�k = �2t(cos(kx) + cos(ky))� �, being� the chemical potential, which is a

variational parameter in the wavefunction.

In order to perform importance sampling it is important to compute the value

of the guiding wavefunction over a configuration of the basis set, G(x) = hxj Gi.
Here we consider the action of the BCS part over a configuration.hxjBCSi = h0jcR1# : : : cRN#cR01" : : : cR0N" expfXlm wR0l;Rmc+R0l"c+Rm#gj0i (3.59)

where a Fourier transform has been performed in the BCS wavefunction andN
is half the number of the electrons. ThefR1 : : : RNg coordinates refer to the

positions of the spin down electrons whilefR01 : : : R0Ng to the positions of the

spin up electrons. Consider the following operators equalities:exp(�Xlm wR0l;Rmc+R0l"c+Rm#) cR0i" exp(Xlm wR0l;Rmc+R0l"c+Rm#) == cR0i" +Xm wR0i;Rmc+Rm#exp(�Xlm wR0l;Rmc+R0l"c+Rm#) cRi# exp(Xlm wR0l;Rmc+R0l"c+Rm#) == cRi# �Xl wR0l;Ric+R0l"
(3.60)
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Inserting between every two destruction operators the product of the exponential

of the BCS wavefunction and its inverse and computing the commutators one

obtains:hxjBCSi = h0j NYi=1[cRi# �Xj wR0j ;Ric+R0j"] NYi=1[cR0i" +Xj wR0i;Rjc+Rj#]j0i (3.61)

Then left carrying the creation operators in the first of the two products and right

carrying the destruction operators in the second:hxjBCSi = XR1:::RN wR01;R1 : : : wR0N ;RN h0jcR1# : : : cRN#c+R1# : : : c+RN#j0i (3.62)

wherefR1 : : : RNg is a set of dummy indices of spin down sites involved in the

summations. Then it follows that [74]:hxj Gi = detW (R"i ; R#j) (3.63)

andW (R�i ; R�0j ) is anN�N matrix whose elements are the same of the (L�L) w
matrix, the row being determined by position of theith � electron and the column

by the position of thejth �0 electron, e.g.W (R"i ; R#j) = wRi;Rj .
The computation of the value of the BCS wavefunction over a configuration

involves a determinant, an operation demandingL3 operations, which is by far

too expensive. The solution to this problem can be found noticing that it is not

necessary to compute this determinant from scratch for any matrix elementGx0;x
(thus would involveN3�L operation as there are� L non zero matrix elements inGx0;x for a givenx)), but it suffices to know how it changes under the two process

of (3.53,3.52). In this way it is possible to update the value of the determinant in

only orderN2 operations.

The hopping of an up spin electron from siteRk to an empty siteRl produces

the following changes in G(x)!  G(x0):hx0j Gi = hxjc+Rk"cRl"j Gi (3.64)

Carrying out the calculation in a similar way as was done before, it is straight-

forward to obtain that, a part from an overall minus sign, which can be neglected

choosing a proper ordering for the sites, G(x0) = detW 0(R"i ; R#j) (3.65)
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and the arrayW 0(R"i ; R#j) differs fromW (R"i ; R#j) by properly modifying only

one row, namelyW 0(R"i ; R#j) =W (R"i ; R#j) + �ik[W (R"l ; R#j)�W (R"k; R#j)] (3.66)

This determinant update is a well known rank1 operation in linear algebra, it

suffices to define a vectorvq,vq = W (R"l ; R#q)�W (R"k; R#q) (3.67)

so thatdetW 0(R"i ; R#j) = detW (R"i ; R#j)"1 +Xq W�1(R"q; R#k)vq# (3.68)

In practice this means that it is necessary to store not only the matrixw but even

the inverse one. Obviously the inverse matrix need to be updated after a hopping

too,W 0�1(R"i ; R#j) =W�1(R"i ; R#j) + gW�1(R"i ; R#k)Xq W�1(R"q ; R#j)vq (3.69)

where g = � 11 +PqW�1(R"q ; R#k)vq (3.70)

This rank 1 operation on theW matrix and its inverse is an operation of orderN2 since it involves a matrix-vector product. As was stressed before the calcula-

tion of a determinant from scratch involves orderN3 operations, so this updating

represents a speed up in term of computation, at the price of memory, since it is

necessary to bookkeep also the inverse matrixW�1.
A similar optimization can be done for the spin-flip case. As an example

consider the following spin flip:jRk ";Rl #i 7�! jRk #;Rl "i (3.71)

This process involves the calculation ofhxjc+Rk#cRk"c+Rl"cRl#j Gi (3.72)
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which leads to the determinant G(x) = detW 0(R"i ; R#j) where the new matrixW 0 differ from the old one by the changing of one row and one column,namely:W 0(R"i ; R#j) = W (R"i ; R#j) ++ �ik(1� �jl)[W (R#l ; R"j)�W (R"k; R#j)] ++ �jl(1� �jk)[W (R"i ; R"k)�W (R"i ; R#l )] ++ �ik�jl[W (R"l ; R#k)�W (R"k; R#l )] (3.73)

This operation involves a rank 2 updating, as can be seen introducing:bki = b(R"i ; Rk) =W (R"i ; Rk) (3.74)ui = (1� �ik)[bki �W (R"i ; R#l )] (3.75)vj = (1� �jl)[W (R#l ; R"j)�W (R"k; R#j)] ++ �jl[W (R"l ; R#k)� w(R"k; R#l )] (3.76)

wherebki is aN �L matrix having as columns the value of the BCS potential over

the lattice respect to the position of theith up electron. Eq. (3.73) takes the form:w0(R"i ; R#j) = w(R"i ; R#j ) + �ikvj + �jlui (3.77)

and represents a change of one row and one column from the initial matrix. In

this case it is not only necessary to bookkeep and updatew and its inverse, but

also the quantity�bki (where from now on the bar over vectors indicate the matrix

vector product�u = W�1 � u). Obviously even the hopping of an up electron has

consequences on�bki , but it’s quite easy to see that it is a rank1 update.

Even in the spin flip process it is possible to update the determinantL � N
operations so that the whole algorithm remains of orderL�N .

The updating of the density-density Jastrow term can be performed in a very

efficient way noting that it only changes under an hopping process. So considering

the hopping of an electron from sitek to sitel, the local electrons density becomesni 7�! ni + �il � �ik (3.78)

and as a consequence the Jastrow term changes as:expfXij v(i; j)ninjg 7�! expf Xij v(i; j)ninjg �
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(3.79)

where translational invariance and symmetry of the potential have been used. This

update only involves orderL operations which is by far negligible as compared

to theL �N scaling of the algorithm. In practice it suffices to store a vector (for

each walker) of sizeL holding the following product (i = 1; : : : ; L):v(i) = expf2Xl v(l; i)nlg (3.80)

and to update the vector for any local move (hopping) involving a change in the on

site occupation number. The quantityexpf2v(1; 1) � 2v(l; k)g does not depend

on the single walker and can be stored in a simpleL� L matrix.



Chapter 4

Results on the 2D t-J model

4.1 Phase Separation

Consider a physical system at zero temperature composed by two components,A andB, having density of particle�A and �B and total energiesEA and EB
respectively. If the Hamiltonian of the system can be written asH = HA +HB + VSR (4.1)

whereHA (HB) is the Hamiltonian of theA (B) subsystem andVSR is a short

range interaction between the two subsystems, then the choice of a variational

wavefunction which is the product of the two non-interacting ground states ofA
andB leads directly to EA+B � EA + EB + ESR (4.2)

whereE is the total energy of the system (A+B) andESR is the expectation value

of VSR over the chosen variational state. For short range models (such as thet�J
model considered in this thesis)ESR is proportional to the surface interfaceS be-

tween the two subsystems and is negligible in the thermodynamic limit, sinceEA
andEB are proportional to their respective volumes,LA andLB. On the contrary,

if the lattice sizes considered are very small, the surface can be a significant por-

tion of the volume and the termESR is far from being negligible. The density� of

the large system (A+B) can be expressed as:� = p�A + (1� p)�B (4.3)
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Figure 4.1: Energy per site landscape versus doping for a stable system (a) and

for a phase separated one (b). Energy per hole versus doping for (c) a stable and

(d) an unstable system. The dashed line in (b) and (d) is the Maxwell construction

wherep = LA=L, beingL the total volume. Therefore the energy per siteE(�) at

a given density (4.2), takes the formE(�) � pE(�A) + (1� p)E(�B) (4.4)

and the total volume is assumed to be large enough so thatESR can be neglected.

If the system phase separates, for all density�a < � < �b the Maxwell state is

exact and the equality equation (4.4) holds in the thermodynamic limit, namelyE(�A) = E(�)� E(�B)(1� p)p (4.5)

In the application considered the system is always composed by electrons and

holes. The number of holes per volume is the doping fraction�. Emery et al. [10]

pointed out that the occurrence of phase separation is better understood in terms
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of the energy per hole, eh(�) = E(�)� E0� (4.6)

whereE(�) is energy per site at a given doping fraction andE0 = E(� = 0). The

stability condition in terms of the energy per hole can be written as:@eh(�)@� > 0 (4.7)

If the system becomes unstable a minimum in the energy per hole occurs on finite

size and in the infinite volume limit the system follows the Maxwell construction

which is the dashed line in fig. 4.1(d).

The Maxwell construction in an unstable system is satisfiedonly in the ther-

modynamic limit. Since on finite sizeESR is not always negligible, an exact cal-

culation displays a minimum and fails to recover the Maxwell construction (see

fig. 4.1). The position of this minimum may be weakly size dependent. In the case

of the two dimensionalt� J model, we notice that when phase separation really

occurs, large sizes are required to recover the Maxwell construction (ESR � 1=S
implying that the energy per site converges asE(�) � 1=L).

4.1.1 Strong Coupling limit

To gain insight on the coexistence of holes and spin in the2D t � J model it is

instructive to study the strong coupling limit of the theory, namelyJ=t >> 1.

If the kinetic term can be neglected then one can evaluate the energy of the

variational state having two holes far apart in a classical AF background (see Fig.

4.2). The energy loss respect to the energy of the uniform AF background is given

by the number of broken AF bonds times the energy per bond (B) times J, namely�E = 8BJ . The situation is quite different if the holes tend to form a pair, since

they only break7 AF bonds(�E = 7BJ). This variational calculation suggests

that for largeJ the state with all the holes segregated in one region is much more

favorite as compared to the uniform solution.

The energy necessary to extract an electron from an AF background is2BJ .

When the kinetic energy joins the game it can cause the electrons to hop, leading

to a gain in energy which is4t. Then ifJ=t > 2=B it is not favorable to extract
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Figure 4.2: At strong coupling(J >> t) the energy loss from the antiferromag-

netic background is given by the number of broken bonds. If the holes are far

apart (a) the energy loss is8BJ while if they form a cluster (b) it is7BJ .

an electron from the AF background. As a consequence the fully phase separated

state is unstable to the transfer of single electrons whenJ=t < 3:42 (according to

the estimate of the ground state energy given in [60]). Hellberg and Manousakis

[75] considered the low electrons density limit of the model and showed that two

electrons form a bound state for2 < J=t < 3:4367. The binding of two electrons

is not enough for the occurrence of phase separation, since a gas of free pairs is

not a phase separated state.

The interesting region for the highTc compounds is at intermediate coupling

(J=t � 0:4) and low doping (0 < � . 0:3) and in order to clarify the phase

separation problem it is necessary to revert to some numerical approximation.

4.1.2 Weak coupling limit

Emery et al. [10] suggested that phase separation could occur at all strength inthe2d t � J model. Their claim was supported by exact diagonalizations on small

clusters (Fig. 4.7) and by a variational calculation in the weak coupling limit

(J=t << 1). Starting from the assumption that forJ ! 0 theNh holes behave as

spinless fermion with the dispersion,�k = �2t(cos(kx) + cos(ky)) � �4t + tk2
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the energy per site can be computed as:E(�) = �4t� + t2� Z kF0 dk k3= �4t� + 2�t�2 (4.8)

wherekF = p4�� is the Fermi momentum. The energy per hole is obtained

subtracting the energy per site from the energy of the uniform background and

then dividing by the doping fraction, namely from the contribute of the uniform

AF background eh(�) = 2BJ� � 4t+ 2�t� (4.9)

From this approach it follows that, even at weak coupling, the energy per hole has

a minimum and phase separation occurs at the critical doping�c =pBJ=�t.
This variational estimate (4.8) for the energy recovers the Nagaoka [76] en-

ergy for the single hole case. This argument is only variational and needs to

be checked by numerical calculations since a not enough accurate wavefunction

could overestimate the tendency of the system towards phase separation.

4.1.3 Quantum Monte Carlo calculations ofeh(�)
The calculation of the energy per hole as a function of the doping fraction has

been performed with the numerical methods explained in chapter (3). A common

feature of these methods is that they rely on a guess of the ground state properties

of the system by the choice of the guiding wave function. At finite doping a pure

d-wave BCS guiding wave function has been used [21, 65] with in addiction a long

range density-density Jastrow factor [73], as was shown in section (3.2.2). Athalf

filling the guiding function described in [60] allows to obtain the exact answer fore0, as there is no sign problem at zero doping for this particular guiding function.

In what follows the energy per hole is computed inserting the exacte0 at the given

sizeL for all VMC, FN and GFMCSR calculations. Several authors [62, 61] used

the infinite volume limit fore0 even for the finiteL evaluation ofeh(�). On the

contrary the exacte0 for each lattice size has been used in this thesis and it has

been checked that for the largest size calculations both choices ofe0 lead to the
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Figure 4.3: Left:eh(�) computed with VMC (long dashed line), FN (short dashed

line),GFMCSR (dotted line) compared with the exact results [64, 77] (continu-

ous lines) for a26 lattice size. Error bars are much smaller than the size of the

symbols. Lines (guides to the eye) connect the two and four hole results. Right:

Energy per hole forJ = 0:5t,L = 26,2 and4 holes.

sameeh(�). Indeed the small lattice size results are very sensitive at low dopingto

the particular choice ofe0 and this may explain the contradictory results presented

in the literature so far.

In Fig. (4.3) the Monte Carlo calculations are compared with the exact Lanc-

zos results for the largest size (L = 26) available in literature[64, 77]. As can be

seen the VMC calculations over estimate the tendency toward phase separation

of the system. The slope of the energy per hole as a function of� obtained with

this approach is very different from the exact one meaning that the accuracy of

a variational calculation is not enough to solve the problem. This difference is

particularly relevant atJ = 0:5t close to the physical region (see Fig. 4.3), where

both the VMC and the FN fails in reproducing the correct slope for the energy per

hole while the GFMCSR succeeds in obtaining the right one.

The FN approximation improves the ground state energy of the best start-

ing variational (and guiding) wavefunction by a factor of three (Fig. 4.3) and the

GFMCSR by another similar factor, yielding finally an accuracy of less than100K

on the energy per hole, which is physically acceptable if compared with the low
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Figure 4.4: Left: eh(�) computed with FN (dashed lines) and with GFMCSR

(continuous lines) forL = 50 (triangles) andL = 98 (circles) atJ = 0:4t.
Right:eh(�) computed with FN for several lattice sizes.

energy coupling of the modelJ � 1500K. As shown in Fig. (4.3) this kind of ac-

curacy depends weakly on the number of holes and on the strength of the coupling

constant. However, for small lattices, the main difficulty to detect phase separa-

tion is the resolution in doping. By increasing the system size (see Fig.4.4), the

difference between the FN calculation and the GFMCSR one remains of the same

order, and much below the VMC energies. Thus the accuracy of the calculation

is not very much size dependent, even for large systems where no exact solution

is available. All the approximations employed are indeed “size consistent” (see

section 3.2.2) and it is reasonable to expect that the same accuracy obtained on

small systems can be also achieved on larger ones.

By improving the approximation from FN to GFMCSR, the minimum in the

hole energy disappears for the largest size in Fig. (4.4). Moreover the slope in

the energy per hole obtained for the242 system size with the FN is very close

to the largest system size GFMCSR calculation, meaning that, at this coupling

strength, the energy per hole is probably converged to the thermodynamic limit.

This suggests that the occurrence of phase separation atJ=t = 0:4 andL = 98
is an artifact of the FN approximation that acts mainly on the kinetic energy term

thus implying a tendency to localize the holes. Nonetheless, as shown in Fig. 4.4,
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even within the FN framework it is possible to obtain the stability of the uniform

phase in the thermodynamic limit atJ=t = 0:4. Phase Separation at thisJ=t value

is onlya finite size effect.
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Figure 4.5: Energy per hole versus doping computed with spinless fermion vari-

ational approach (continuous line), VMC (triangles), FN (empty squares) and

GFMCSR (full dots).

Since this calculation strongly disagrees with the variational prediction in [10],

it is instructive to compare this ansatz with our calculations . As is shownin

fig. (4.5), where the largest size calculations (supposed to be representative ofthe

thermodynamic limit) with all the methods are displayed, the variational approach

in [10] gives a very poor estimate of the energy per hole. Even VMC is able to

obtain an energy per hole that at low doping is more than a factor of2 lower than

the variational ansatz.

To clarify the role of the phase separation instability in thet� J model and in

the physics of the highTc compounds, it is of great importance to determine if it

occurs close to the physical region, as was suggested by several authors [10, 11].

It is then necessary to perform extensive calculation at different values of the

coupling strengthJ=t to obtain the phase separation diagram of the model. The

calculation at largerJ=t were performed onL = 50; 98 using only GFMCSR,

since it is the most reliable method for energy calculations on large latticesizes
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Figure 4.6: Energy per hole forJ = 0:5t; 0:6t; 0:7t; 1:0t,L = 50(empty dots),L =98 (full dots) computed with GFMCSR (continuous lines) and FN (dashed lines).

Lines are guides to the eyes
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(Fig. 4.6).

At J = 0:5t andL = 50 the energy per hole shows a minimum at the doping

corresponding to4 holes. This would suggest that phase separation occurs at this

doping fraction (� = 0:08) but as the calculation is extended to the larger size the

minimum almost disappears and only2 holes binds. It is safe to conclude that no

phase separation occurs at this coupling strength.

TheJ = 0:6t is a bit more controversial since in this case the50 sites lattice

calculation of the energy per hole displays a minimum which moves to lower

doping as the system is enlarged (98 sites). Probably theJ = 0:6t is very close to

the critical strength for the phase separation instability. In this case size effects are

expected to be large so that evenL = 98might not be an enough large system size.

From the data shown in fig. (4.6) the onset of phase separation has been found at�c = 0:08t. Indeed clear evidence of phase separation occurs forJ = 0:7t andJ = t where both the lattice sizes considered display a very evident minimum

whose position slightly moves to lower (higher) doping forJ = 0:7t (J = t).
As summarized in the phase separation diagram picture (Fig. 4.7) we find no

evidence of PS forJ � 0:5t, and a transition to the phase separated regime at

a criticalJc very close to0:5 � 0:6. These results are in acceptable quantitative

agreement with Ref. [62, 23, 22] but we believe that this calculation represents

a much better attempt to control the finite size effects, which are very important,

especially at small doping. Instead, in the large doping region, the best agreement

is found with the exact diagonalization data[10] on small clusters.

On the contrary this results are in evident disagreement with the recently pub-

lished calculation by Hellberg and Manousakis [61] which states that phase sepa-

ration occurs at all strength in the 2Dt� J model. The main difference concerns

the most important and delicate low doping region where the question is mean-

ingful atJ = 0:4t which in [61] is studied only with fairly small lattice sizes. As

was shown in several examples in this chapter the energy per hole in this region

suffers from huge size effects and a small size calculation, even if very accurate,

gives misleading results which are not at all representative of the thermodynamic

limit.
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Figure 4.7: Phase separation diagram of the2 dimensionalt � J model com-

puted with FN (full dots) and GFMCSR (triangles). Empty dots are from [10],

the dashed line from [20], triangles are GFMCSR calculation (L = 98) (this

work).Errors are estimates of finite size effect and correspond to twice the dif-

ference between the 98 and 50 site critical doping [78]. Continuous line is a guide

to the eye.
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4.2 Hole-hole correlations

The behavior of the hole-hole correlation functionN(q) allows to gain informa-

tion on the charge behavior in the2D t� J model,N(q) = 1LXi;j eiq(Ri�Rj) (1� ni)(1� nj) (4.10)

whereL is the number of lattice sites. A divergence at low momenta (close to the�
point) of the hole-hole correlation function represents a more evident and reliable

mark of the phase separation instability than the calculation of the energy per hole.

Moreover if the ground state displays a charge density wave behavior (stripes

[79]) it should be revealed by diverging peaks at incommensurate momenta. As a

consequence an accurate calculation of theN(q) provides a considerable insight

on the ground state properties of the model.

In order to compute the ground state correlation functionsN(q) two differ-

ent methods have been used: the “forward walking technique” (FW) [60] (3.1.7)

which allows the direct evaluation of the ground state expectation value, at the ex-

pense of very large error bars when the convergence to the ground state is particu-

larly slow, as shown in [60]; the second technique is based on Hellmann-Feynman

theorem (3.1.8), and amounts to compute the ground state energyE(h) of the

Hamiltonian in presence of a small perturbationHt�J ! Ht�J � hN(q). By

Hellman-Feynman theorem the first derivative, estimated numericallyby a few

runs for differenth’s, gives (N(q) = ddhE(h) jh=0). The latter technique is much

more stable, especially for large size, but eachq value requires several simula-

tions, whereas a single one is sufficient for the FW technique for allq’s. Thus we

have used the more expensive method for the smallq values where the FW con-

vergence is more difficult, and we have checked the consistency of both methods

in the remaining momentum region.

For the 26 site cluster the FN results forN(q) are accurate within3%, as

compared with the exact diagonalization data in tab. (4.1). In Fig.( 4.8,4.9) theN(q) is plotted for several doping, lattice sizes and coupling strength. Well inside

the phase separated region, atJ = t (Fig. 4.8),N(q) shows a divergent peak at

smallq close to the� point, as can be expected when phase separation occurs. No

features at incommensurate momenta are present and the hole-hole correlations



4.2 Hole-hole correlations 61(qx; qy)2�26 Fixed Node Fixed Node + Lanczos StepExact[64, 77](5; 1) 0.1295(5) 0.1264(3) 0.1253(4; 6) 0.1436(3) 0.1418(3) 0.1393(3; 11) 0.1235(2) 0.1257(2) 0.1223(10; 2) 0.1211(3) 0.1220(4) 0.1283(9; 7) 0.1452(3) 0.1458(2) 0.1446(8; 12) 0.1456(2) 0.1468(2) 0.1487(13; 13) 0.1502(3) 0.1503(3) 0.1508

Table 4.1: Hole-Hole correlations computed in the Fixed Node approximation and

applying one lanczos step to the guiding wavefunction of (3.56). Exact results are

from [64, 77]

far from the� point display a rather flat behavior. On the contrary, forJ = 0:4t
(Fig. 4.9), the charge correlations approach zero asq ! 0, confirming the absence

of PS even at the lowest doping considered. Moreover enhanced fluctuations are

clearly evident along the(1; 1) and(1; 0) directions. These incommensurate peaks

are a genuine feature of the ground state of the model, since they do not appear

for instance at the VMC level, and it is extremely important to use many power

iterations to eliminate the bias due to the VMC guiding wavefunction. TheN(q)
at thisJ=t value is very weakly size dependent, much less than the energy per

hole, so that the overall shape of this function in the thermodynamic limit should

not differ too much from the one shown in Fig. (4.9) (a). ThusN(q) should be

always finite even for smallq, ruling out PS and charge density wave instability.

Even though some peaks at incommensurate wavevectors were found, that maybe

reminiscent of some dynamical stripe order, they are not consistent with a static

stripe structure (the peaks should diverge).

Remarkably, as� is increased the peak at finite momentum moves far from the� point at a distance that scales linearly with the doping with a coefficient which is

surprisingly close to4�. This is exactly the coefficient obtained experimentally inLa2�x��NdxSr�CuO4 [37]. We have also found that this peak position does not

depend onJ=t, implying that the4�� slope could be a general feature of thet�J
model in the region without PS. It is reasonable to expect that the interaction of
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Figure 4.8:N(q) for � = 0:06 andL = 162 (empty dots),L = 98 (full dots) andJ = t
electrons with the ions could further enhance the intensity of this incommensurate

peaks, leading not only to a qualitative but also to a quantitative agreement with

experiments[39, 37].

The position of these peaks approaches the� point linearly with the doping, a

property which cannot be explained within a simple spinless fermion model for the

holes, contrary to what was proposed by [80] to explain the shape ofN(q) using

high temperature expansion. In this case in fact the characteristic incommensurate

wavevector2kF approaches the� point in a much more singular fashion2kF �p�. On the other hand the hard-core boson model is unable to produce any feature

at momenta different from�.

Recently S. White and D.J. Scalapino [79] proposed that the ground state of

the two dimensionalt�J model has charge density wave order, for a wide range of

doping. Their statement was supported by density matrix renormalization group

calculations (DMRG). It was claimed that this kind of stripe order suppress super-

conductivity and only adding a next nearest neighbor hopping term to the Hamil-

tonian an homogeneous state withd�wave long range order is recovered. In our
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Figure 4.9:N(q) for several doping� = 0:06 (triangles),� = 0:10 (squares),� = 0:17 (circles) for different sizes,L = 98 (full symbols) andL = 162 (empty
symbols). Incommensurate peaks are shown by the arrows.� = (0; 0), X =(�; �), M = (�; 0). Inset: empty dots (full dots) represent peak positions along
the (1; 0) direction inq space (diagonal direction). The dashed line displays the4� slope.

approach the homogeneous state is always the most stable one (at least forJ=t in

the physical region) and no charge density waves instabilities were found. In order

to detect if the ground state of the2D t � J model really has any kind of “stripe

order” we compare our results with DMRG calculations [81] on a12� 6 system

and8 holes,J = 0:4t, with open boundary conditions in thex (long) direction

and periodic in they (short) direction with DMRG.

Open boundary conditions are certainly unphysical and may introduce uncon-

trolled finite size effects but, unfortunately, these are the only boundary conditions

where DMRG works reasonably well in two dimensions and a comparison with

our results is possible.

Starting from a variationald�wave BCS wavefunction with energy per site�0:6043(1)t, the FN (variational) approximation over the guiding wavefunction
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Figure 4.10: Left: Density on a rungnx for a12�6 lattice,8 holes,J = 0:4t with
open boundary condition in thex (long) direction and periodic on they (short)
direction computed with VMC(empty triangles), FN+LS(empty dots), GFM-
CSR+LS(full dots), DMRG (continuous line with no dots). Right: Energy cal-
culation with several variational methods, VMC(dotted line),FN+LS, fixed note
with one lanczos step applied to the guiding wavefunction (dashed line), GFM-
CSR+LS (labeled SR+LS, continuous line). The arrows shows the DMRG results
(variational and extrapolated to infinite number of states).

obtained applying one lanczos step to the original BCS one leads to a variational

estimate energy�0:6244(1). Using GFMCSR over the latter guiding function the

most accurate ground state energy per site is�0:6292(2)t.
These data have been compared with the most accurate estimate for the ground

state energy available by DMRG [81]. Using2100 states, DMRG obtains a better

variational energy than the GFMCSR with one lanczos step guiding wavefunc-

tion,�0:6310(1)t, and the extrapolated value at infinite number of states for the

energy is�0:6327(3)t (not variational). DMRG is able to obtain better energies

(of order0:004t) on rectangular size with open boundary conditions. This is prob-

ably connected also with the fact that the gap in these systems is smallersince

the translational symmetry in thex direction is broken (and the momentum is not

definite on the finite lattice).
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Figure 4.11: Density on a rungnx for a12�6 lattice with open boundary condition
in thex (long) direction and periodic on they (short) direction, starting from a
non uniform variational wavefunction.nhc has been computed with VMC(empty
triangles), FN+LS(empty dots), GFMCSR+LS(full dots), DMRG (continuous line
with no dots).

On periodic boundary condition the results are different. Indeed in these sys-

tems DMRG has a very poor accuracy. On6 � 6 lattice with periodic boundary

condition and32 electrons, the best energy obtained in the framework of DMRG

is �0:7231(6)t (extrapolated to infinite number of states, the best variational es-

timate with2600 states being�0:7212t). Using GFMCSR and a BCS guiding

wavefunction (with no Lanczos step) the estimate for the energy is�0:7301(1)t
(being�0:7261(2) the best variational estimate obtained using FN with a guiding

wavefunction with one lanczos step), leading to a gain in energy which is roughly0:007t, compared with the DMRG results.

In the case of rectangular lattices and open boundary condition the charge

distribution over the lattice can be easily detected computing the number of holes
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per rung nhx = NrXy=1(1� nx;y) (4.11)

for each of the12 lattice rungs, beingnx;y the local electron density at site(x; y)
andNr the number of sites in the rung. Starting from the optimal energy vari-

ational ansatz we computenhx. As can be seen from fig. (4.10) as the accuracy

is increased the number of holes close to the open boundaries is sharply reduced

while it is raised in the central region (4 � x � 9). This can be easily understood

because when the holes are on the open boundaries the system loses kinetic energy

since the allowed hopping are less than in the bulk. This results is in agreement

with the DMRG calculations [81]. On the contrary the density of holes in the bulk

(x = 6; 7) is quite different in the two cases. Indeed the DMRG finds total absence

of holes in the central region (even if the extrapolation to infinite number of states

gives results in the direction of a uniform solution) while the GFMCSR gives an

almost uniform profile.

In order to check if the bias was given by the homogeneous guiding wavefunc-

tion a site dependent chemical potential was added to the BCS Hamiltonian tuning

it in such a way that the variational calculation ofnhx gives similar results to the

DMRG findings. At a variational level this changing implies a small energy loss

(0:0025t). This new guiding wavefunction is not homogeneous and has a different

nodal surface than the uniform one. As can be seen in fig. (4.11) using the guiding

wavefunction with one lanczos step applied the charge density wave behavior ofnhx disappears and the simulation recovers the homogeneous ground state. Even

by starting with a VMC wavefunction with big variation of the hole density along

the x-direction, a solution with almost uniform hole density in the middle of the

lattice is recovered, as opposed to the DMRG findings. This suggests, at least,

that there exist low energy states very close in energy , with completelydifferent

hole density profile. This is not inconsistent with the stripe scenario, but is more

plausibly explained by the anomalously large compressibility (also confirmed by

DMRG [82]), found in the t-J model- to strong variations of the hole density cor-

respond very small changes in the energy per site.
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4.3 Short range versus long range operators

In order to determine if the ground state of the model has some kind of long range

order it is necessary to simulate large systems and to perform a finite size scaling.

This is in practice unfeasible by exact diagonalization since it only allows small

size calculations. On the other hand the quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) methods

allow simulations on larger systems but suffer from the well known ”minus sign

problem” instability, which makes the simulation difficult or even impossible at

low enough temperatures.

At present, this instability can be controlled up to zero temperature, only at

the price of introducing some approximation, such as the fixed node approxima-

tion [15], which is strictly variational on the ground state energy, the constrained

path quantum Monte Carlo [83, 66, 67] and the Green function Monte Carlo with

stochastic Reconfiguration [16, 17], which has been developed to improve the ac-

curacy of the FN. Both the FN and GFMCSR techniques will be extensively used

in this work. Similar approximations on the ground state wavefunction can be ob-

tained by applying one (or more) lanczos step (LS) to the variational wavefunction

[22, 62], or also using the Density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) [14],

which in 2D is also affected by a sizable error, and is not ”numerically exact” as

in 1D.

All these approximations allow to obtain typically a rather accurate value of

the ground state energy of the model, with an error typically less than1% on the

correlation energy even for relatively large lattice sizes. However this kind of ac-

curacy for the energy certainly does not allow to draw reasonable conclusions on

the interesting long range AF or SC properties of the model, see e.g. [84].

On the other hand it is reasonable to expect that a similar good accuracy can be ob-

tained on the GS expectation value of short range operators (SRO) like the kinetic

energy and the exchange energies in Eq.2.3. These class of SRO, represented by

suitable chosen operatorO acting only on nearest neighbors sites, has the impor-

tant property that, if added to the HamiltonianHh ! H � hO does not change its

local character,Hh remaining a SRO. Moreover such perturbation ofH with SRO

typically leads to a sizable change of the ground state energy per siteEh even in

the linear regimeEh = E0 � h < O > =L + o(h), providing a very reliable
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estimate of the ground state expectation value< O >, once the energyE(h) can

be accurately determined for few values of the fieldh.

It is reasonable to believe that the calculation of the AF or SC order parameter,

involving long distance operatorsO, as is typically done in the literature so far

[24], maybe not so accurate and well controlled as the GS expectation values

of SRO. For instance in the LS method a clear improvement of the variational

energy is obtained by applying a generalized Lanczos operator1 + �H to the

variational wavefunction G. However the long range correlation functions are

clearly insensitive to this remarkable improvement of the energy, at least for large

system size, as for the long distance behavior order of the volume powers of the

Hamiltonian are required to converge to the ground state.

In the following subsections it will be shown how it is possible to compute

long range quantities adding only local perturbations to the Hamiltonian for the

antiferromagnetic and superconducting long range order.
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4.4 Antiferromagnetism

4.4.1 Susceptibility and staggered magnetization

The response function to an external staggered magnetic field can be computed

adding a local perturbation to the Hamiltonian,H(h) = H � hXR (�1)RSzR
and then computing the ground state energy with and without the local perturba-

tion. In a QMC simulation the expectation value of the staggered magnetization

along thez axis,mz = PR(�1)RSzR, on the unperturbed ground state is zero on

every finite size (provided that the guiding wavefunction is a spin singlet). Asa

consequence the susceptibility can be computed as:� = limh!0 12 E(h)� E(0)h2 (4.12)

The calculation of the AF susceptibility as an energy difference is very ac-

curate since it involves expectation values of operators which are short range.

Moreover the accuracy on the ground state energy is very high in a QMC simula-

tion, much more accurate that any long range operator. This is clearly seen infig.

(4.12) where�h is computed with lanczos and with the FN approximation for2
holes on a18 sites lattice. As can be seen even at a FN level, the agreement with

the exact result is quite satisfactory.

In order to see if AF long range order exists it is necessary to extend the

calculation to larger sizes and to extrapolate to the infinite volume limit. It is

instructive to see what happens when true AF long range order exists, namely

the 2D Heisenberg model. In Fig. (4.12) the behavior of the energy difference(E(h) � E(0))=2h2 is shown for several lattice sizes (J = 1). The results show

a clear divergence in the susceptibility as the volume is increased meaningthat

the response of the system to the external magnetic field is very strong. Moving

to finite doping it is interesting to see that a similar divergence persistseven at a

doping� = 0:08. Indeed the susceptibility on the98 sites lattice at this doping

fraction is still divergent (fig. 4.13), while at� = 0:12 � shows no size dependence

with a rather flat behavior.
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Figure 4.12: Left: AF susceptibility forL = 18 computed with FN(empty dots)

and ED(continuous line). Right: AF susceptibility for the2D Heisenberg model

at J=1.0t

Figure 4.13: Antiferromagnetic susceptibility for the doped system for� = 0:08
(left) and� = 0:12 (right).
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Since it is quite difficult to extract the zero field value of the susceptibility,

being the divergence in a region of order1=L as the system is enlarged, the order

parameter in presence of a staggered magnetic field has been computed too.

The staggered magnetization in the presence of the magnetic field can be com-

puted as: mh = �12 dEdh (4.13)

This derivative can be evaluated exactly using forward walking which in the case

of a SRO is very accurate and stable.

For the Heisenberg antiferromagnet, where broken symmetry occurs, the mag-

netization as a function of the rescaled fieldh! h �L �J lies on a universal curve

[85] which depends only weakly on the system size. This weak size dependence

has to be compared with similar calculations performed for the squared order pa-

rameter [60, 59] which shows much larger size effects (Fig. 4.14 b, horizontal

dotted line).

This feature strengthen the validity of our results that areall based upon GS

expectation values of SRO in presence of a field. This approach for computing

the magnetic order parameter[86] can be readily extended to the doped system.

Indeed choosing a suitable field�h and computing the staggered magnetization for

the doped system in the presence of the field�h, a result in agreement with the one

obtained by the susceptibility calculation was found implying a clear absence of

antiferromagnetic long range order for� > 0:1.

In the optimal doping region the staggered magnetization is vanishingly small

even in presence of a sizable magnetic field, meaning that AF order has already

disappeared.

4.5 Superconductivity

4.5.1 Superconducting susceptibility

In order to detect SC long range order with a more controlled approximation,

we perform simulations in the grand canonical ensemble and add a short range
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Figure 4.14: Staggered magnetizationmx for x = �hJL = 0:392 (a).mh for � = 0
(b). Lines are guides to the eye.

perturbation which creates ad�wave symmetry Cooper pair in a singlet state,

namely: H(h) = H � h ��+ +��� �N (4.14)

where�+ =P<i;j>Mij(c+i"c+j# + c+j"c+i#) andMij = 1 or�1 if the bond< i; j >
is in thex or y direction respectively, while� is the chemical potential.

By studying how the ground state energy per siteE(h) behaves as a function

of h it is easy to understand the superconducting ground state properties of the

model. Indeed since the unperturbed Hamiltonian conserves the total number of

particles, the first non zero correction to the ground state energy of theN particle

systemEN is proportional to the susceptibility�d,E(h) = EN (0)� h22 �d (4.15)

By the Hellmann-Feynman theorem, the d-wave order parametermdh =< �+ >h=L, under the action of the perturbation, can be easily computed bymdh = �12 dE(h)=dh (4.16)

.

In a finite system the fluctuations of the number of particles become always

negligible forh ! 0, but by employing first the thermodynamic limit (L ! 1)
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one can obtain true long range order (mdh 6= 0) for h ! 0. In this case, to be

consistent with this singular behavior, the linear coefficient�d = mdh=h defined

for h ! 0 has to diverge forL ! 1. This coefficient�d can be thought as

a generalized susceptibility, in analogy to the more conventional magnetic case,

and can be computed by extrapolating to zero field the finite size energy difference�d = limh!0 2(EN � E(h))h2 (4.17)

The chemical potential� is chosen in such a way that the average number of

particles ash! 0 converges toN ,� = [EN+2 � EN�2]L4 (4.18)

whereEN is the unperturbed energy per site for aN particle system.

In practice one reduces the problem of the calculation of a long range operator

to the calculation of the energy of an Hamiltonian perturbed by a short range

term. The latter energy can be accurately computed by the techniques described

in chapter (3) at least if a good trial wavefunction is provided.

The BCS guiding wave function (3.56) can be generalized by introducing a

proper weightfN to each sector of fixed number of particlesN , namelyj Gi =XN fNPNPGjBCSi (4.19)

wherePG projects out doubly occupied sites andPN selects theN�particle com-

ponent of the wavefunction. In Fig. (4.5.2 b), it has been shown that thejBCSi
wavefunction has long range superconducting order even after applying to it the

projectorsPG andPN .

The following step is the choice of the weightsfN . Forh 6= 0, the variational

parametersfN are chosen by allowing only the smallest deviation of the particle

number around the desired oneN0. In particular only the subspaces withN =N0; N0� 2 particles are important for the correct estimate of�d, as easily follows

from perturbation theory. In order to minimize the statistical errors,fN0 = 1, andfN0�2 must be optimized with the variational Monte Carlo (VMC) for each value

of h. This allows also an estimate ofE(h) and�d at the variational level.
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Figure 4.15:� for L = 18 with 2 (a) and 4 (b) holes ,J = 0:4t computed with

VMC (empty squares), FN (empty dots), GFMCSR (full triangles), ED (fulldots

connected by continuous line)

As can be seen from Fig. 4.5.1, where the results for aL = 18 lattice with2 and4 holes andJ = 0:4t are shown, this choice of the guiding functions gives

a very accurate estimate of the susceptibility as compared to the exact diagonal-

ization results. For the2 hole case (� = 0:11) it is crucial to notice that the exact

results give a much more enhanced value for�d than the VMC calculation, which

has true long range order indeed. The FN is successful in reproducing this behav-

ior and the GFMCSR is very close to the exact result.

As the system is over-doped the situation is quite different. For the4 hole case

(� = 0:22) the susceptibility is strongly suppressed and while the FN node only

slightly depress the tendency of the VMC calculation towards long range order,

the GFMCSR is successful in reproducing the qualitative correct behavior.

Moving to larger sizesL = 50; 98 (Fig. 4.5.1) the calculation of�d in the FN

approach gives a very large value suggesting that�d should eventually diverge in

the thermodynamic limit meaning that the response of the system to the pertur-
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Figure 4.16:� for L = 50 (a) andL = 98 (b), computed with VMC (empty dots)
and FN full dots

bation is very strong. Moreover the FN calculation always tend to enhance the

susceptibility computed using VMC. These results suggest that the ground state

of the model hasd-wave superconducting LRO.

4.5.2 Anomalous average of the order parameter

To confirm the prediction of the susceptibility calculation the anomalous average

of the order parameterpd has been computed,pd = jhN + 2j�+jNij=L, wherejNi andjN+2i are theN andN+2 particles ground states respectively.pd can be

non zero even on a finite size and zero external field. Moreover if superconducting

long range order occurspd is finite in the thermodynamic limit.

In the variational approach the calculation ofpd can be done using as a varia-

tional ansatz the BCS wavefunction projected at fixed number of particles (3.56).

If the simulation is performed with theN particle projected BCS wavefunction

then the quantityhN+2j�+jNihN jNi can be easily computed in the VMC approach. Un-

fortunately this expectation value is not normalized, sincehN+2j�jNiphN jNihN+2jN+2i should

be needed. In order to overcome this difficulty it suffices to perform a second run
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with the variational BCS wavefunction (3.56) projected atN + 2 particles so thathN j�jN+2ihN+2jN+2i is computed. The product of the two VMC calculation clearly yields

the square of the desired quantity.

A simple strategy is possible to compute directly the finite size zero field

anomalous average with FN and GFMCSR too. Choosing the chemical potential� in such a way that the ground state energies for theN andN + 2 particles are

degenerate, the first order correction to the energy due to the perturbation (4.14)

is given by the eigenvalues of the secular matrix:EN hpdhpd EN+2 (4.20)

which givesE(h) = EN � hpd, meaning that the anomalous average of the order

parameter can be computed as an energy difference(EN � E(h))=h for h ! 0.

The numerical measurement of a long range property of the model can be done

studying the ground state energy change under the effect of a local perturbation.

This is clearly a much more convenient and controlled way to characterizethe

long range properties of a model, with an approximate numerical technique.

Figure 4.17:pd for L = 18 ,J = 0:4t,� = 0:055 as a function ofh (left) and as
a function of the deviation from the unperturbed mean value of particleN0 = 17
(right).

In order to reduce the statistical error on the ground state energy, we optimize

the variational parametersfN by restricting ourselves to the subspaces ofN and
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guiding functionfN andfN+2 are then determined by requiring that the average

particle number<  GjN j G > is equal toN + 1.

As can be seen in fig. (4.5.2 b) for theL = 18 andN + 1 = 17 case, by per-

forming runs for several values ofh and extrapolating to zero field, the number of

electrons converges to the unperturbed value linearly with the perturbation. Even

if a small error� is done in the determination of the chemical potential, the cor-

rections to the energy are of order�2, as can be seen from first order perturbation

theory for degenerate levels (eq . 4.20)

The comparison with the exact result in the18 site lattice with2 holes shows

that the VMC highly overestimates the order parameter. The FN reduces this

value.

In order to perform the same calculation with the GFMCSR the energy of the

two subspaces atN andN +2 particles were reconfigured in an independent way.

In practice in the simulations the walkers are divided in two groups, some of them

sample theN + 2 particle subspacef(w(N+2); x)g, while the other ones theN
particle statef(w(N); x)g. All the other subspaces of the Hilbert space are not

sampled due to the choice of theffjg coefficients in eq. (4.19). The stochastic

reconfiguration for the energy was then done keeping the two subspaces separate,

namely defining (see eq. 3.41)g(N)xi = weff;(N)i [1 + �(N)(E(N)xi � �E(N)eff )] i = 1; : : :M (N)g(N+2)xj = weff;(N+2)j [1 + �(N+2)(E(N+2)xj � �E(N+2)eff )] j = 1; : : :M (N+2)
beingM (N+2) (M (N)) the number of walkers sampling theN + 2 (N ) particle

Hilbert space sectors so thatM = M (N+2) +M (N) (Notation is consistent with

the one given in chapter (3). In the calculation ofpd in Fig. (4.5.2),M = 2000
and for larger sizes the number of walkers was increased with the volume up to5400 for theL = 98 case.

As can be seen from theL = 18 case with2 holes, (fig. 4.5.2), the GFMCSR

is very accurate extrapolating to a value very close to the exact lanczos result.

In order to attempt a finite size scaling for the SC order parameter we computehN + 2j�+jNi on theL = 50 andL = 98 lattice sizes at doping� = 0:14 and� = 0:133 respectively, (Fig. 4.18). As can be seen in theL = 50 lattice case the
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Figure 4.18:pd for L = 50 (left), L = 98 (right). Empty dots are FN calculations,
full dots are GFMCSR. Arrows label the variational estimate forpd. Continuous
lines label the calculations performed with optimal energy variational parameters
(�DW = 0:65), dashed lines with�DW = 0:3.

FN and the GFMCSR reduces the variational value but still gives a finite estimate

of the order parameter.

In this case, in order to test the accuracy of the calculation and the dependency

of the result from the chosen guiding wavefunction, we reduce the optimal energy

variational parameter�DW = 0:65 to the value of�DW = 0:3. This implies a

reduction of the quantitypd of roughly one third at a variational level, as shown

in Fig. (4.18). The FN is unable to obtain the same value of the calculation at

a different�DW , even if it produces a correction which goes in the right direc-

tion suggesting that the real value of the order parameter should lie between the

two different fixed node results. The GFMCSR correct in a very efficient way

the change in the guiding wavefunction extrapolating at a value very close to the

preceding calculation, being the difference for the two GFMCSR results a con-

servative estimate of the possible error in the determination of thepd. GFMCSR

improves the FN estimate ofpd by roughly three times, both for the18 sites (fig.

4.5.2) and50 sites (fig. 4.18), and this improvement is expected to remain even

for larger sizes, being GFMCSR, as well as FN, a size consistent approximation.

From this very strict test we conclude that our result does non depend very
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much from the choice of the parameters in the guiding wavefunction and the cri-

terion of optimizing the variational parameters on the energy remains the most

reliable one, in contradiction to what was suggested in Ref. [24, 22].

Figure 4.19: Size scaling ofpd. Lines connecting FN and GFMCSR in (a) are
guides to the eye. In (b) the expectation value of thed�wave order parameter
over the BCS wavefunction before Gutzwiller projection is shown by the arrow.

The 98 sites calculation shows that the VMC value ofpd is enhanced both

by the FN and GFMCSR calculation and remarkably the computed value is very

close to the one obtained in the50 lattice site. This result, alone, is very much

suggestive and represents one of the most clear numerical evidence of d-wave

superconductivity in a 2D strongly correlated model. However the limited number

of lattice sizes considered does not allow us to perform a more robust finite size

scaling, since as shown in fig.(4.5.2), size effects are present also at the variational

level and the true order parameter maybe well below the value� 0:12 reported

in fig. (4.5.2). However we expect that the finite size effects for SRO are well

behaved and the enhanced superconducting correlations found for the98 sites

should be a genuine feature of the model at this doping andJ=t value.
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4.5.3 Effect of a nearest neighbor repulsive interaction

In real materials such as the highTc compounds the Coulomb repulsion between

electrons on different sites is a very important interaction which can suppress the

pairing force driving to superconductivity. Another important feature of these

materials is that they possess a very high compressibility, a feature present even

in the two dimensionalt � J model whose compressibility at optimal doping is

almost20 times the compressibility of a gas of spinless fermions.

In two dimensions the Fourier transform of the screened coulomb potentialV (r) = (e2=r)e�r=� is given byV (q) = 2�e2jqj+ � (4.21)

where� is the screening length. The screening length can be written as a function

of the derivative of the chemical potential respect to the density of the number of

particles [87], namely � = 12�e2 @�@n (4.22)

As a consequence when the compressibility is large the screening length de-

creases. Moreover in two dimension this is even more effective than in three,

since in the latter case�2 = (1=4�e2)@�@n . [87].

When the compressibility is very large the system very easily screens acharge

imbalance so that even if there is a coulomb repulsion acting on the valence elec-

trons on different lattice sites the effect is very short ranged. It is thenreasonable

to assume that the effect of the coulomb repulsion could not be so drastic on su-

perconductivity.

This prediction can be tested with numerical simulation. Under the assumption

that the screening length is around one lattice spacing a nearest neighbor coulomb

repulsion is added to the Hamiltonian of the two dimensionalt�J model, namely:H = �tX<ij>(c+i cj + c+j ci) + J X<ij>�Si � Sj � ninj4 �+ V X<i;j>ninj (4.23)

where the coulomb repulsion coupling constantV is positive.

Thed�wave susceptibility has been computed in the presence of this Coulomb

field on small lattice size by exact diagonalization. As can be seen the results are
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Figure 4.20: d�wave susceptibility in presence of a coulomb repulsionV =0:25J (full dots),V = 0:5J (empty dots),V = 1:1J (full triangles).

weakly affected by the coulomb repulsion and the susceptibility is still showing a

diverging behavior even at values of the coulomb repulsion which are far beyond

the estimated physical value for this parameter (V � 0:2t � 0:3t). This result

strengthen the validity of the belief that the electronic correlation is the main re-

sponsible for the pairing in the cuprate compound. Moreover this means also that

the presence of superconductivity in thet � J is very robust since the pairing is

not destroyed even by the coulomb repulsion.

4.6 Drude weight

As was shown in section (4.4) there is clear absence of AF long range order only

from � > 0:1. It is an important issue to understand what are the conducting

property of the model for low doping, close to half filling. In real materials the

system is an insulator until the AF long range order is lost and superconductivity

occurs. A good criterion [88] to detect if a system is a metal or an insulator isthe

calculation of the Drude weight. The kinetic energy in the presence of a vector
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potentialAx(l) in thex direction takes the form:KA =Xl;� (c+l�cl+y� + c+l+y�cl�) +Xl;� (ei�x(l)c+l�cl+x� + c+l+x�cl�e�i�x(l)) (4.24)

wheree�i�x(l) are the Peierls [89] phase factors and�x(l) = eAx(l)=~c. Expand-

ing in �x(l) it is easy to see that the kinetic energy terms becomes:KA = K �Xl ��x(l)jpx(l) + 12�x(l)2kx(l)� (4.25)

beingK the usual kinetic energy term andkx(l) = �tX� (c+l�cl+x� + c+l+x�cl�) (4.26)jpx(l) = itX� (c+l�cl+x� + c+l+x�cl�) (4.27)

As a consequence the energy per site of the full Hamiltonian in the presence of

the vector potentialAx(l) is given byE(�) = E0 + D2�Xl �x(l)2 (4.28)

where the paramagnetic currentjpx(l) in the ground state without external fields

is supposed to vanish andD is the Drude weight, which can be obtained from

second order perturbation theory in�x(l):D2� = �12 "h0jkxj0i+X� jh0jjpxj0ij2E� � E0 # (4.29)

In order to compute with QMC the Drude weight we consider the analytic contin-

uation of eq. (4.24) and introduce the exponentiale��0(l) with �0(l) real,KA =Xl;� (c+l�cl+x� + c+l+x�cl�) +Xl;� (e�0(l)c+l�cl+x� + c+l+x�cl�e��0(l)) (4.30)

It is easy to see that in second order perturbation theory this analytic continuation

gives eq. (4.28), a part from a minus sign due to the definition of� ! i�. The

resulting Hamiltonian is no longer symmetric, but this is not a problem for the
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QMC methods used in this thesis since in this case the simulation converges to

the right lowest eigenvector of the Hamiltonian.

The Drude weight can be easily computed as:D = lim�0!0 2�[E0 � E(�0)]�20 (4.31)

Figure 4.21: Left: Drude weight forL = 18 and several doping by exact diago-
nalization. Right: Comparison between FN (empty dots), GFMCSR (triangles),
ED(full dots) for theL = 18,2 holes case.

In practice it is necessary to perform several runs at different�0 and then ex-

trapolate the zero energy difference 4.31.

In Fig. (4.6 b) the Drude weight has been computed with lanczos using the

analytic continuation suggested before. As can be seen the extrapolation to zero

perturbation is linear even at large value of the perturbation, where the energy

difference is sizable. As the doping is increased the value of the Drude weight on

small lattice size has an increasing metallic character as the system is doped.

The linear behavior obtained with exact diagonalization is confirmed by the

FN and GFMCSR calculations on the same size. The FN approximation over-

estimates the Drude weight. The GFMCSR improves more than a factor of2
the accuracy of the starting FN approximation converging to a value which only

slightly overestimates the exact result computed with lanczos. The accuracy of the

GFMCSR calculation on the Drude weight is around the10%, which represent a

remarkable achievement for the calculation of a dynamical property of the system.
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The FN calculation on larger size (L = 50; 98) gives a Drude weight different

Figure 4.22: Drude weight calculation forL = 50; 98 as a function of the doping
fraction. FN results are connected by continuous line, GFMCSR by dashed line.

from zero as soon as the Mott insulator state is doped (see fig. 4.6). Moreover it

looks that the50 and98 site results lie on the same curve, meaning that the size

effects are almost absent. In the98 site lattice a curvature term (missing in the50 site case probably due to the low resolution in doping) occurs suggesting that

the Drude weight approach zero as�2. This is consistent with the hyperscaling

scenario proposed by Imada [90] for metal-insulator transition in two dimensions

in which the Drude weight dependency on the doping should behave in this way.

Since from the small size case it is known that the FN overestimates theDrude

weight we compute the same quantity with GFMCSR and as can be seen in fig.

4.6 the FN conclusions are confirmed even if the value of Drude weight is slightly

reduced (as happens in the18 sites lattice). This calculation seems to suggest that

the insulating state of the undoped system is quickly lost with doping (at least for� > 0:04) and in the case of thet � J model one is left with a metal with long

range antiferromagnetic correlations before superconductivity takes place.
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Since one of the main outcome of this work is the finding of superconductivity in

a model without explicit attractive interaction, it is very important to identify what

are the main features that allow superconducting correlations in the ground state

of the two dimensionalt � J model in order to understand if they are present in

real materials and which other models can display a similar behavior.

Several authors [10, 11] proposed that superconductivity and phase separation

should compete in the highTc compounds and that a similar behavior is to be

expected for strongly correlated electron systems, such as Hubbard andt � J
models.

As can be seen from the phase diagram obtained in this thesis, no phase sepa-

ration occurs in the physical parameter region, even at very low doping (Fig. 4.23)

and the phase separation boundary is quite far from the optimal doping region, at

least for physical values of the superexchange coupling constant (J = 0:4t). This

evidence has been achieved by computing the energy per hole [10] with several

numerical methods for very large system size. It has also been shown that forJ < 0:7t, as the size of the system is increased, the minimum in the energy per

hole profile moves to lower doping (as suggested by the one side errorbars in Fig.

(4.23) which are estimates of the finite size effects). In the thermodynamic limit

the criticalJ is between0:5t� 0:6t.
As it has been shown in section (4.6), the Drude weight is finite even at small

doping, meaning that the Mott insulator state is immediately lost and the system

has a metallic character. Moreover the Drude weight decreases as the square of

the doping fraction as the Mott insulating state is approached. This is consistent

with the hyperscaling scenario close to a metal insulator transition proposedby

Imadaet al. [90].
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Figure 4.23: Instability of the uniform phase evaluated by GFMCSR using the
Maxwell construction for the98 site lattice. Errors are estimates of finite size
effects and correspond to twice the difference between the 98 and 50 site critical
doping [78]. SC label the� = 0:14 werepd has been computed, AF label the
antiferromagnetic region.

Accurate calculations of the antiferromagnetic susceptibility and of the stag-

gered magnetization in presence of a weak magnetic field (section 4.4) have shown

that, even if the magnitude of the order parameter is suppressed at small doping,

antiferromagnetic correlations are strong up to� � 0:1.

This metallic state with strong antiferromagnetic correlations is very close to

the parameter region in which superconductivity has been found. The proximity of

this antiferromagnetic state enhances charge fluctuations determining ad�wave

state well before the phase separation instability occurs.

It is important that the compressibility of the electron system is very large

(d�dn � 0:54t), almost20 times largerthan the corresponding spinless fermion

compressibility.

This anomalously large value of the compressibility clearly favor supercon-

ductivity. Indeed even in the presence of a long range Coulomb repulsion be-

tween electrons in the Copper Oxygen layers, missing in our model, but certainly

present in real systems, the screening length is very short,
�� = 12�e2 d�dn�, so that
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the screening is really effective. The low dimensionality of the system plays also

an important role since in three dimension the screening length is much longer

(�2 = 14�e2 d�dn ). This strengthen the hipothesys that high temperature superconduc-

tivity is essentially a two dimensional effect, even if an explanation ofthe critical

temperature and other strictly material dependent features, probably needs totake

into account three dimensional effects related to the solid structure of the different

compounds.

In section (4.5.3) the occurrence of superconductivity even in the presence of

a screened Coulomb repulsion has been confirmed meaning that the pairing in this

system is very robust.

The experimental discovery of stripes in a region of doping (0:05 < � <0:125) in La1:6�xNd0:4SrxCuO4 samples (chapter 1 and references therein) and

the consequential suppression of superconductivity led several groups to the in-

vestigation of the possible occurrence of stripes in the two dimensionalt � J
model.

In order to check the possible occurrence of a charge density wave order, the

hole-hole correlations have been computed. Even if some features at incommen-

surate momenta have been found, no occurrence of charge density waves appears

in our calculation at least in the physical region relevant for high temperature su-

perconductors.

In systems with open boundary conditions, which favor stripe order, direct

comparison was made with the best energy estimates obtained with density ma-

trix renormalization group [81]. Even if on these systems the density matrixrenor-

malization group is more accurate (the situation changes with periodic boundary

conditions), the numerical techniques employed in this thesis allow to obtain an

accuracy of0:004t (for J = 0:4t) on the energy per site. Within this accuracy

no clear evidence of stripe behavior was foundand even using guiding wavefunc-

tions with non uniform density profiles the uniform solution was recovered, in

disagreement with density matrix renormalization group calculations.

This suggests, at least, that there exist low energy states very close inenergy,

with rather different hole density profile. This is not inconsistent with the stripe

scenario, but is more plausibly explained by the anomalously large compressibility

(also confirmed by density matrix renormalization group calculations[82]),found
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in the t-J model. It is more likely that a small lattice distortion can easily induce

stripe order, being charge excitations very close in energy, and not the strong

correlation alone.

The stability of the uniform phase at low doping has been found at least forJ = 0:5t. It is possible that before the system is completely phase separated (J >0:5t) stripes may be stabilized. Indeed high temperature expansion finds the phase

separation boundary atJ � 1:2t which is a too large value to be consistent with

the one given in this thesis (no one of the numerical calculation [23, 62, 61] find

such a high value for the critical strength for phase separation) . Nevertheless the

energy per hole could display a phase separated behavior in a region where stripes

occur (from0:6 < J < 1:0). Similarly to what happen in the one dimensionalt � J model [91] where the first symptoms of phase separation are a liquid of

bound pairs, in two dimensions it could be an instability towards a stripe phase.

The numerical results obtained in this work lead to the remarkable conclusion

that thet�J model correctly reproduces the main (zero temperature) experimental

findings and, as it happens in real systems, the superconducting state is reached

upon doping the antiferromagnetic Mott insulator.

The antiferromagnetic long range order of the undoped system is lost at� �0:1 and superconductivity is found close to optimal doping� � 0:13. This work

suggests that antiferromagnetism and superconductivity are closely related, but a

large compressibility is needed to stabilize pairing in the presence of a Coulomb

repulsion.

The main outcome of this work is that the most simple scenario, appeared in

the early days of superconductivity, is surprisingly confirmed by this numerical

study, namely that the strong correlationalonemay drive the system from antifer-

romagnetism to superconductivity.



Appendix A

Green function Monte Carlo:

technical details

A.1 First momentum conservation

Given the probabilityPq(w; x) at stepq in the simulation evolving as shown in

Eq. (3.11), the following reconfigurationP 0q(w0; x0) = Z Xx K(w0; x0;w; x)Pq(w; x) [dw] (A.1)K(w0; x0;w; x) = MYi = 1 Pj wj�x0i; xjPj wj ! �(w0i � Pj wjM ) (A.2)

does not change the first momentum of the probability distribution, namelyX 01;q(x) = X1;q(x) (A.3)

where Xk;q(x) = Z dw1 Z dw2 � � �Z dwM (A.4)Xx �wk1�x;x1 + wk2�x;x2 + � � �wkM�x;xMM �Pq(w; x)
. Proof: By definition using (A.15 ) and (A.1)X 01;q(x) = Z [dw] Z [dw0]Xx;x0  Pj w0j�x;x0jM !K(w0; x0;w; x)Pq(w:x)
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The first term in the integrand contains a sum. It is simpler to single out each term

of the sumw0k�x;x0k=M and to integrate over all the possible variablesw0; x0 butw0k andx0k. It is then easily obtained that this contribution toX 01n conventionally

indicated as[X 01;q]k is given by:[X 01;q]k = Z [dw] Z [dw0k]Xx;x0k w0kM �x;x0k  Pj wj�x0k;xjPj wj ! �(w0k�Pj wjM )Pq(w; x)
Then by integrating simply indw0k and summing overx0k in the previous integrand

we easily get that[X 01;q]k = 1MX1;q, independent ofk. Finally by summing overk
we prove the statement (3.16).

A.2 Variational proof for the Fixed Node approxi-

mation

In the most general formulation the effective fixed node hamiltonian is defined re-

versing the sign of the positive off-diagonal matrix elements of�H and multiplying

them by a constant > 0,namely:�Heffx0;x = ( �Hx0;x if �Hx0;x � 0� �Hx0;x if �Hx0;x > 0 (A.5)

as a consequence the diagonal term has an additionalsign � ip contribute:�Heffx;x = �Hx;x + Vsf (x) (A.6)Vsf(x) = X�Hx;x0>0 and x0 6=x �Hx0;x (A.7)

In order to see that the latter approximation is variational one consider the follow-

ing expectation value over a variational statej i:�E = h j �Heff � �Hj i (A.8)

Following [15, 17] it can be written as�E = (1 + ) X�Hx;x0>0 and x6=x0 jHx;x0j ���� (x)r��� G(x0) G(x) ���� sH(x; x0) (x0)r���  G(x) G(x0) �������2
(A.9)
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denotingsH(x0; x) the sign of the matrix elementHx;x0. As a consequence of the

variational principle and since�E � 0 the ground state energy of the fixed node

hamiltonianEeff0 is an upper bound of the real ground state energy, namely:Eeff0 � h eff jHj effi � E0
Moreover from Eq. (A.9) one obtains the lower value of the energy in the standard

Fixed Node approximation,( = 0).
It is straightforward to verify thath GjHj Gi = h GjHeff j Gi, and thus the

GFMC procedure improves the energy of the guiding wavefunction:Eeff0 � h GjHeff j Gi = h GjHj Gi: (A.10)

A.3 Proof of the bias control in the forward walking

scheme

In order to implement stochastically Eq.(3.44) we need to apply the operatorOx
diagonal in configuration space, in a stochastic sense and then follow the standard

stochastic iteration (3.2) to the walker distributionP for N steps. To this purpose

a walker from now on is identified by the triad:w; �; x
where� represents the actual value of the measured operatorO for the walker. Its

value can change, as we will see later on in the reconfiguration process, and in

general due to the forward walking� 6= hxjOjxi. Indeed only at the beginning,n = 0, of the forward walking iteration�i = Oi =< xijOjxi >, for i = 1; � � �M .

In a probabilistic sense this is equivalent to consider the initial probability distri-

bution: Pn=0(w; �; x) = P0(w; x) Yi=1;M �(�i � Oi) (A.11)

whereP0 is the equilibrium distribution of the previous Markov process (3.11),

which samples the ground state 0(x).
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With this initial condition furtherN forward walking steps are implemented

to the probability distributionP , defined with the iterations in Eq.(3.11). Then in

order to determine the quantity (3.44) the following ratio is evaluated:< O >= < w� >< w > (A.12)

where the brackets indicate the average over the distribution
Px R dw R d�P (w; �; x).

It is understood that in Eq.(3.11) the variables�i remain unchanged. For instance

the the evolution ofPn(w0; �0; x0) for the single walker will be:Pn + 1(w0; �0; x0) =Xx px0; xPn(w0=bx; �0; x)=bx (A.13)

However in order to satisfy the bias control property described in Sec.(A.1) it

is necessary to update the� variables at any reconfiguration process.

Even in this case it is easier to work withw� momenta of orderk of the

distributionP for fixed configurationx:X�k; n(x) = Z dw Z d�(w�)kPn(w; �; x) (A.14)

which forM 6= 1 correspond to:X�k; n(x) = Z dw Z d�Xx  Pj(wj �j)k�x; xjM !Pn(w; �; x) (A.15)

where, as usual underlined variables represent vectors whose components refer to

the single walker indexj.
With a proof exactly analogous to the one of Sec.(A.1) it is possible to show

that :� The value of the first(w�) momentumX�1;n(x) , at the initial iteration of the

forward walkingn = 0, is equivalent to apply the operatorO to the initial

distributionP0(w; x), namelyX�1; n = 0(x) = OxX1; n = 0(x)
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chain of configurations(w; x) but modifies slightly�, has the bias control

property also for thew � averages:P 0n(w0; �0; x0) = Z Z Xx G(w0; �0; x0;w; �; x)P (w; �; x) [dw] �d��G(w0; �0; x0;w; �; x) = MYi = 1 � �0i � Pj wj�j�x0i; xjPj wj�x0i; xj ! Pj wj�x0i; xjPj wj ! �(w0i � Pj wjM )
(A.16)

The first factors in the Green functionG, involving the�0s, represent the

only difference to the previous reconfiguration process (A.16). Thus obvi-

ously the momentaXk;n not involving the� variables satisfy the same bias

control property of the previous reconfiguration process (A.16)

As far as the(w�) momenta are concerned is possible to prove as before the

mentioned bias control property:X 0�1;n(x) = X�1;n(x) (A.17)

To this purpose, analogously to the previous case, it is convenient to single out a

termj = k in the definition of the firstw�momentum in Eq.(A.15) , and following

the same route of Sec.(A.1) integrate easily the Green function over all possible

variablesw0,�0 x0, but the variablesx0k, �0k andw0k. These remaining integrations

can be also performed analytically by first integrating inwk, then in�k and finally

summing overxk. The assertion (A.17) is therefore proved rigorously.
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BCS mean field theory

Consider the Bardeen, Cooper and Schriffer (BCS) hamiltonian in the mean field

(Hartree-Fock) approximation [74, 92, 29],HBCS =Xk;� �k �c+k�ck� + ck�c+k��+Xk �k �c+k"c+�k# + c�k#ck"� (B.1)

where�k = �2t(cos(kx) + cos(ky)) � � and� is the chemical potential. The

symmetry of the superconducting order parameter�k = �HFfk has been chosen

to bes�wave ord�wave, namely:fk = ( cos(kx) + cos(ky) s� wavecos(kx)� cos(ky) d� wave (B.2)

The quasi particles can be introduced by the Bogolubov transformations:(  +k" = ukc+�k# + vkck" +�k# = ukc+�k" � vkck# (B.3)

whereuk andvk are chosen real and so thatu2k + v2k = 1 (which is necessary in

order for +k� and k� to be fermionic operators). Requiring that the operator +k"
are indeed creating quasiparticles,[H; +k"] = Ek +k" (B.4)

the eigenvalue of the mean field hamiltonian are obtained asEk = �q�2k +�2k (B.5)
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It is then easy to solve foruk andvk so that the following relations are obtained:ukvk = �kEk � �k (B.6)u2k = 12 �1 + �kEk� (B.7)ukvk = �k2Ek (B.8)

(B.9)

andv2k = 1� u2k.
The vacuum state is defined by the following equation:jBCSi =Yk>0 k" �k# k# �k"j0i (B.10)

beingj0i the vacuum state for the
�ck�; c+k�	 operators. By the inverse transfor-

mation of B.3, jBCSi = Yk �1 + wkc+k"c+�k#� j0i (B.11)= exp(Xk wkc+k"c+�k#) j0i (B.12)

andwk = uk=vk.
Similarly the superconducting order parameterhBCSj�+�jBCSiwhere�+ =2LPk fkc+k"c�k# can be computed using transformations B.3 so thathBCSj�+�jBCSi = 1L2 "Xk fk�kEk #+ 1L2 Xk f 2k �1� �kEk�2

(B.13)
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